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ABSTRACT
The concept of the community development corporation is a combination
of theories of community development and citizen participation with
a long history in America. These theories help to define such a
corporation by three main characteristics: 1) restriction to a
speaified geographic area, 2) an economic plan for the development
of resources for this geographic area, and 3) a participatory political
mechanism for the making of decisions regarding the distribution of-
those resources. Such theories are also important in describing the
iUltimate goal of a community development corporation. Such goals are
four in number- individual economic power, individual political power,
community economic power and community political power. Economic plans
can be divided- into three categories, two relating to aid to the
individual and one relating to community control. They are job training,
aid to minority entrepreneurs and community control of businesses.
Participation mechanisms are also three in number- pure democracy,
representative democracy and elitism.
An analysis was made of the interaction of different forms of political
participatory schemes, economic plans and goals using nine existing-
community development corporations as cases;studies; The effects of
intervening variables, such as:.sources of funds and the role of leader-
ship, were examined for their effect in changing the hypothesized
relationships between the main variables,
It was found that the expected relationships between representative
democracy and an economic plan of community control of businesses and
a goal of community power; between elites and an economic plan aiding
the individual and a goal of individual power; between pure democracies
and a goal of aiding the individual; and between an economic strategy
of community control of businesses and a goal of community power held
generally. Howevery they had to be modified both by the political and
economic theories of those who established the corporation and by the
philsophy of the' agencies serving as sources of funds. The role of
strong leadership proved almost necessary to establish community control
of businesses with the possible conflict between such leadership and
participation.
iii
In addition, none of the community corporations studied was greatly
affected by a goal of a spparate economic or political system. The
classic argument of the dichotomy between participation and efficiency
in the operation of a business was found to hold generally with regard
to the types of businesses entered and the distinction between
economic plans favoring aid to individuals and those favoring the
generation of community economic resources. This latter distinction
between the individual and the community provesd more important than
that between political and economic power, largely due to the influence
of outside sources of funds and the interconnection of political and
economic goals at an early stage in the development of the corporation.
Ittis still too early to assess the community development corporations
studied by either extent of political participAtion or efficiency in
business operation, Yet given available sources of funding those
programs run by elites or by representative democracies in combination
with an outside elite which favor individuals are more likely to be
successful than those corporations with participatory structures
that favor community control of businesses.
Thesis Supervisor: Donald A, Schon
Title: Visiting Professor of City Planning
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Introduction
Following the Watts riots in 1965 and the Kerner Commission
report on Civil Disorders which appeared three years later, there has
been increasing emphasis among both policymakers and academikians
upon the twin needs of economic development of ghetto areas and
greater participation by residents of these areas in political
decisions regarding the clistribution of federal and state funds
within the area.
The economic realities are truly disturbing. The inner city
black ghetto is an underdeveloped economy, one whose situation
gets worse each day because of lack of credit to both
businesses and consumers, lack of insurance, lack of transportation
and lack of training in skills necessary to escape the syndrome
1
of the mindless poor-paying job. Most of the money earned by
businesses in the area is exported outside the area.
Though blackCs constitute 12% of the population and 11%
of the labor force they account for only 2.8% of the
managers or proprietors. Of the five million provate businesses
2
in the United States only 0.9-2.25% are black owned. Blacks own
only % of all businesses in urban areas over 50,000 in population
3
although they represent 25% of the population in such areas.
1) The best summary of this condition is found in Theodore L. Cross,
Black Capitalism (Atheneum: 1969) although his generalizations
on social conditions leave much to be desired.
2) See Flournoy A. Coles, An Analysis of Black Entrepreneurship in
Seven Urban Areas (National Business League: 1970) at 64.
3) Anto ason a ckC (EquityRe search Assoclw 0 1 ) t a R I77t7I/ 7
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Indded, between 1950 and 1960 the total number of black businesses
shrunk by 20%. In 1950 there were 42,500 self-employed black
4
businessmen and in 1960 only 32,500. Most of these businesses
5
are small. Only 5% of black businesses have ten or more employees.
Only 33% of these businesses gross more than $50,000 per year and
6
only 19% gross over $100,000 worth of business per year. A
heavy preponderance of these businesses are labor intensive
service trades, such as beauty parlors, restaurants, laundries
and dry cleaners and funeral parlors.
Even fhbre importantly, blacks control very miniscule
proportions of the potential sources of credit. . At the end of
1968 the twenty leading black-owned businesses had total assets
of $207.3 million ind 46 black-owned insurance companies had
7
total assets of $431.3 million. These assets represented 0.07%
8
of the value of the GNP for 1968.
This lack of capital combined with the lack of training and
education is an important ingredient in explaining the large
4) Id.
5) Cf. The Mayor's 2sk Force on the Economic Redevelopment of Harlem
5) (New York: 1967); A Directory of Negre-Owned and Operated Businesses
In Washington, D.C, (Skall Business Guidance and Development Center,
Department of Business Administration, Harvard University: 1969);
9 Black Business in San Francisco (PACT, Inc., San Francisco: 168
and Center City: Business and Investment Opportunities in Central
Boston (Boston Urban Foundation: 1969),
6) Sar A.Levitan, Garth L Mangum and Robert Taggart III, Economic
Opportunity in the Ghetto (John Hopkins Press: 1970) at768,.
7) SBA, Distribution of Minority Owned Businesses_(mimeo May 19, 1969)..
8) The latter figure represented 0.2% of the industry total. Dean
Ericson, Urban Minority Business Development: The Problem of Resource
Channeling Throug hIntermediary InstitutionSunpublished the1s,
MIT Sloan School of Management: 1969) at 20. (henceforth Ericson).
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degree of unemployment in ghetto areas. A study by the Department
of Labor found that in six large cities the unemployment rate in
ghettos was two and ong-half times the national average while the
9
median income was only two-thirds the national average. That gap
widens in times of economic crisis. In April 1970 unemployment
rose from 7.1% to 8.7% for blacks while only from 4% to 5% for
10
whites, Thus even though great gains have been made in employment
for blacks over the last decade only 11.3% of all blacks are profes-
sionals as compared with 25.6% of all whites whereas 37.2% of all
11
blacks work in the service trades as compared with 14.5% of all whites.
This gap is even greater with regard to family incmme. Forty-five
percent of all black families earn less than $5000 per year as
compared with 20% of all white families.
The term black capitalism hasscome to embrace the multitude
of programsE, ublic and private, which are designed to aid black
9) Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment
Situation. Surveyed in the Slum Areas of Six Large Cities
(Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, 'Houston, Los Angeles, New York),
February 20, 1969. The author found similar results in a
study done to determine the effect of a development index
under the original Community Self-Determination Act proposal.
10) Charles E,Silberman, "Negro Economic Gains--Impressive
But Precarious," Fortune, July, 1970, at 75,
11) Id,
12) Id.
- -4-
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entrepreneurs and workers, It emphasizes economic aid rather
than political participation by residents in the decision of who
receives such aid, The termspolitical decentralization covers
the efforts of black separatists and bqlievers in decentralized
government to put the control of certain public services in the
hands 6f a smaller unit of government than the central city,
15
usuallvycalfedTnei-ghborhood or community.
13) Despite the great amount of publicity surrounding the black c
capitalism movement there are few decent wofks that cover the
subject or try to define it. The best general works are Cross,
supra note 1, and Levitan, Mangum and Taggart, supra note 6.
The only critique of the Nixon Black capitalism program is
found in Richard S Rosenbloom and John K. Shark, MESBIC
Myopia: The De ent of C erce and Minorit Economic
ye opent Cambridge Institute, March 1970).. For a
black negative view and history of black capitalism see
Earl Ofer, The Myth of Black Capitalism (MOnthly Review Press:1970)
14) The first general description of the movement for community
control is Alan A A)tshuler, Community Control: The Black
Demand fas r Participation in Large Amei'ican Cities (Urban Institute:
1970&. The only major effort to divide up a major American
city into separate sub-units is that for Boston done at Harvard
Law School in 1969. Its results illustrate some of the problems
of attempting to develop pnb tnthatviaeeh the efficient level
of production of certain public services such as education and
garbage collection.,
15) The term community is a nemesis which has never been clearly
defined in functional as opposed to ideological terms. Its
definition has been getting increased attention in recent years
from sociologists and political scientists Cf. David Minar and
Scott Greer, ed , The Cncept of Commnmi ty (Aldine Publishing
Co , 1969); Roland L Warren, ed , Perspectives on the American
Community (Kand McNally: 1966); Robert Mills French, The Cnmmunity:
AComparative Perspective (F.E.Peacock Publishers11969); George
A.,Hillery, Jr., Commimal Oranix-Atonst A Stuiy nf Tnn"1 Sneip-tips
(University of Chicago Press:1968); Rene Konig, .The. mimnity,
(Schocken Books, 1968). Altshuler notes that the terms community
and neighborhood are quite distinettwith the former referring
to a high degree of social cohesion or personal intimacy while
the latter refers to special contiguity . Altshuler, supra note 2,
at 124-5 referringtto Suzanne Keller, The Urban Neighborhood
(Random House, 1968) at 87 and Robert Nis'bet, The Socieological
Tradition (Basic Books:1966) at 47-8. However in terms of
political decentralization special contiguity is assumed and
the terms are likely to collapse together.
These efforts are usually viewed as part of a program of encouraging
participation as a means of undermining the psychic scars left by
ghetto living; the long term legacy of slavery and subsequent
16
periods of second class status. It provides roles for male
leadership and sense of personal competency.
The community development corporation (CDC) is the concept
which links the economic development and political participation
in resources decisions together, This thesis will attempt to place
the concept in historical reference by describing the various
political and econofaic theories which had a part in its inception
and then to use these various conceptions to develop a means of
analyzing the different types of organizations that can be placed
under this rubric, Such an effort would seem to be the first
step toward developing methods by which t+valuate such corporations
and to enable policymakers to design programs geared specifically
to a particular mode 6f operation that they favor, It is a step
away from the mechanistic emphasis that so far has pervaded the
literature in this area, an emphasis upon types of financial
programs or business organizations that could be effective rather
U
16) See Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (Grove Press: 1966);
Charles Silberman, Crisis in Black and White (Random House: 1964);
William H. Grier and Price Cobbs, Black Rage (Bantam Books: 1968)
and Charles Hampden-Turner, "Black Power: A Blueprint for Psycho-
Social Development?" in Richard Rosenbloom and Robin Marris,
Social Innovation in the City (Harvard Program on Technology
and Society: 1969), at 63-96 (henceforth Social Innovation) are
some of the more useful studies,
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than upon the tangled strands of philosophy that underly the
17
concept,
The analysis will explore the present set of community develop-
ment corporations on the basis of their goals, economic plans and
types of political mechanisms for distributing resources that are
generated. The contradictions between these variables with regard
to the participation v. efficiency argument and the influence of
intervening variables such as the available source of funds, the
role of leadership and the ideology of the group founding the
corporation will also be examined. While it is probably too early
to judge the community development corporation concept on the
basis of its efficiency in attaining profits to be used for
individual income or sotd4.lservices or on bringing about a
significant amount of political participation, one can look at
caseestudies of the various types of CDCs using the dimensions
above to find out what some of the ambiguities of the concept are
and what limits have been placed on its growth. Such considerations
17) Most of the articles dealing with community development
corporations are either law review articles describing the
mechanics of the proposed Nommunity Self-Determination Act
(see especially "Note, Community Development Corporations:
A New Approach to the Poverty Problem," 82 Harvard Law Review
644 (San 1969) or accounts in popular business magazines
if how Joe Big Business gave a small loan to Deserving
Black Entrepreneur .. Neither of these types of presentations
are particularly insightful analy*ically The best present
descriptions are Kenneth Miller, "Community Capitalism and the
Community Self-Determination Act," HArvard Journal of
Legislation 413 (May 1969) (henceforth Miller) and "Note,
Community Development Corporations: Operations and FInancing,"
83 Harvard Law Review 1558 (May 1970) (henceforth HLR) but
neither article is very concerned with describing such corp-
orations in other than legal aategories (for profit corporation,
nonprofit corporation),
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are important in beginning to develop a program for the
economic and political development of the inner city and rural
areas.
CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND
I, Theoretical Forebears
The concgpt of the community 4evelopment corporation is
a complex blend of theories concerning political participation
and economic deveippment, there are two mafbin streams of thought
that can be separated for analytical purposes though in practice
they may often be found together. One is the emphasis on
community development as it grew out of both the social gospil
movement of the early twentieth century and the emphasis on regional
economic development that had its roots in the TVA and the farm
cooperative movement, The second id the emphasis on community
participation that grew in part out of the traditional emphasis
upon the town or the community as the basic political unit of
a democracy, as intensified by the emphasis upon the ghetto
and the importance of race or ethnicity that came out of the
Civil Rights movemEnt of the early 1960s, The str'ain between
outside aid and internal control can never be quite as clearly
drawn as one would like but it can serve as a useful starting
point-.
A, Community Development
Community development has been defined as any process by
which economic, social and cultural conditions of the residents
of an area were improved by the joint efforts of the local
-9-
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community and governmental authorities. The broad scope of this
philosophy is best expressed by the Chinese proverb cited approvingly
by practitioners: "If you are planning for one year, plant rice. If
ypu are planning for ten years, plant fruit trees, But if you
19,
are planning for 4ehundred years, plant men." Thus efforts to build
up the economy of such a community have been looked upon approvingly
even though the planning of how any aid would be spent gas to come
from an outside agency. The first of these movements to go under
the heading of community development grew out of the turmoil in
the cities resulting from the uprooting of native Americans frbm
a secure rural existence due to the Industrial Revolution and the
simultaneous influx of immigrants from Europe. As memories of the
oppressiveness of the atmosphere in small towns faded, there was
a longing to reestablish this existence by setting up
20
community centers and councils in urban neighborhoods. Jane
Addams' Hull House and the community councils of the 1920s and
1930s which served as coordinating bodies for social welfare
18) UN Technical Assistance Programme, Decentralization for National
and Local Development, p 35. See also Carolyn Ware, "Criteria
for Analysis of Community Bevelopment Proposals", in Community
Development: Theory and Practice (Inter-American Development
Bank: 1966) at 253
19) Quoted in Arthur Durham, "Community Development--Whither Bound?",
Community Development Journal 5:2 (April, 1970), at 93.
20) Though the banality of the existence in small town America is
caught by Sinclair Lewis, Main Street (1920) and Babbitt (1922)
a more accurate sense of the ambivalence felt by many parti-
pants in $ changing world can be found in Brand Whitlock,
J. Hardin and Snn (1923) and in the exquigitely ambivalent
yearnings of Thomas Wolfe in Look Homeward Angel (1929).
-10-
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agencies serve as good examples.
However, there were few efforts to include participation by
residents of the area. One of these efforts was the Cincinnati Social
22
Unit Experiment from 1917-1920. An organization was established
in a neighborhood with a ruling body consisting of representatives
from block councils elected by residents of the blocks and of
representatives of the aiding organizations. The emphasis was upon
both democratic participation and upon a demonstration projeet in
the field of public health. The project proved successful on both
counts until outside support was withdrawn after the Mayor of
CKiEcirnati ieiied ~the organization of "antigovernmental and
23
socialistic purposes."
This experiment proved to be an isolated example. Though the
21) See Sidney DilLic, Community Organization for Neighborhood
Development--Past and Present (1953) for the best genreal
description of-this mobement. Cpntemporay references
include Mary Follett, The New State (1918) add Jesse Steiner,
"An Appraisal of the COmmunity Movement," Social FOrces 7,
at 334 (March 1929).
22) See Dillick, sura note 21, at 80-84 and Edward Devine, "The
S cial Unit in Cincinnati," Survey, November 1919, at 115-126.
Devine found that the organization remained democratic and that
control did not fall into the hands of a small group.
23) Dillick, supra note 21, at 84. Veterans of the Mobilization
For Youth program in New York City wkuld find this juxtaposition
of charges ironic, cf. Harold Weissman, ed., Community Develop-
ment in the Mobilization for Youth Ecperience (Association
Press: 1969) as would officiiLs of many CAP agencies.It is
interesting to note that the Fabian socialists did advocate
a decentralization of political and economic authority to county
councils at alkat this time, Margaret Cole, The Story of
Fabian Socialism (Stanford University press: 1962) at 29-30,
However, it is unlikely that the American reformers thought in
terms of economic decentralization,
-11-
emphasis was upon the neighborhood it was not generally thought
of in terms of a political sub-unit, City planners like Clarence
24 25
Percy and ssoiologists like Robert Park saw the need tor
develop a cohesive unit based on both special knittedness and
relationships of social fellowship in the lonuliness of the large
city bnt did not stress the need for involving the citizens of an
area in the decision as to what goals were to be sought and what
projects were to be pursued,. This ambivalence to citizen partici-
pation, it will be shown later, is one of the crucial problems
to be faced by a community development corporation.
The second major component of community development in
America has focused on economic development. One part of this
emphasis has centered on regional development, dating from the
26 27
work of the National Resources Planning Board and the TVA in
the 1930s, This strategy has emphasized the need for spreading
the economic base of the nation by providing communications and
power facilities and federal grants and loans to induce firms to
24) See Clarence A.Perry, YThe Rehabilitation of the Local Commun-
ity," 4 Journal of Social Forces at 558 (March 192Q and
CL neJArketryf STheaNeighborhobd53BiEreh RP nald
Survey of New York and Its Environs, vol.7 (Neighborhood
and Community Planning)F(1929);i at1-141.
25) See Robert Park and Ednasd W.. Burgess, The City (UMiversity
of Chicago Press, 1925),
26) Cf. National Resources Planning board, Post-War Plan and
Program (Washington, 1943) and Norman Beckmap. Federal Long-
Range Planning: The Heritage of the National Resources
Planning Board (Washington, 1958). There is some talk of
democratic participation in planning but little evidence
of such an approach,
27) See Philip Selznick, TVA and the Grass Roots, (University of
California Press: 1949) Lilienthal talked of participatory
democracy but this did not usually go on in discussions with
loual officials.
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move into areas which are stagnating economically. In part, it'
has meant the aid of the older agricultural extension service for
the older farmers' choperative movement, which organized groups
of farmers to better deal with large city wholesalers by distri-
buting their produce in common and in buying farm equipment in'
28
common so that they could compete against the large farmer,
However, the movement for regional econbmic development did not
mean any community participation in the decison of for what
purposes funds were to be spent, This type of program has been
29
carried forward in the 1960s by the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961,
now administered by the Economic Develppment Administration in
the Department of Commerce, and the establiishment of acts to
30
help various regions, beginning with the Appalachian Act, The
local community is required only to submit an economic plan
that fits in with the overill economic planning for the
31
area It is intthis tradition that Kain and others enuourage
28) In a large sense this movement was only an extension of the
forced cooperation during the settlement of the hirly
Middle West when farmers helped each other raise barns
and bring in crops. See Rebecca Burland, A True Picture
of.g ttion (Citadel Press: 1968 reprint of 1848 editon)
for life in early Illinois..
29) See Sar A. Levitan, Federal Aid to Depressed Areas (Johns
Hopkins Press: 1964) and Samuel A. herer, The Rise and Demise
of the Area Redevelopment Administration: A Study in the Tactics
of Administrative Survival (unpublished honors thesis Oberlin
College 1966) for a discussion of the eeffects of this act,
30) Cf. Melvin R. Levin, "The Big Regions," 34 Journal of the American
Institute of Planners at 66 (March 1968) for a general dis-
cussion of federal regional commissions,
31) Levitan, supra note 2, at 195-204.
-13-
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suburban development and deride the gilding of the ghetto. It i s
also a part of the program to develop rural industry and rural
cooperatives.
The second part of the economic emphasis relates to the
development of economic resources within the community. The
cooperative movembnt is the best American example of such an
emphasis although there is also some influence from the kibbutz-,
33
in Israeli, Recently this theory of economic development has
34
received support from the Kerner Commission and from several
35
economists, The latter has argued that there are four results
32) John F. Kein, "The Big Cities'Problem," Challenge (Sept,,1966)
at 5,8; John F, Kein and Joseph Parsky," ALternatives to the
Gilded Ghetto," The Public Interest (Winter, 1969), at 14;
John F. Kein, "Coping with Ghetto Unemployment,' 34 Journaal
of the American Institute of Planners (March 1969) at 80.
See also Anthony Downs, "ALternative Futures for the American
Ghetto," Daedalus 97:4 (Fall 1968) at 1311-1378 and Jamws L..
Sundquist, "Jobs, Training, and Welfare for the Underclass,"
in Kermit Gordon, ed., Agenda for a Nation (Brookings
Institution: 1968) at 49-76.
33) See the discussion in Community Development: Theory and
practice, supra note 18, at 61-78; Melford Spiro, The Kibbutz,
(Harvard' University Press: 1956) .
34) One of the conclusions of the Commission was that short run
programs are needed to "enrich" the ghetto in order to
prepare the way for long range programs to integrate the
ghetto to share in the material benefits of the larger society.
Report of the Ntional Advisory Comiission on Civil Disorders
(1968) at 401-7. One Year LAter(1969) the first year
assesment of what had been done with regard to the recommenda-
tions of this report emphasized this need but noted that little
had been done, at 116-18.
35) See James Heilbrun and Stanislaw Wellisz, "An Economic
Program for the Ghetto," Urban Riots, Violence, and Social
Change, Proceedings of the cademy or Poli1i-caT ~Sc6rieX
(July 1968) at 72-85 and Matthew Edel, Development or Dispersal?:
Approaches to Ghetto Poverty (Center foroity 0iEcoic
DeveT16piernfMrch1l970)TAlso see Thomas Vietorisz and
Bennett Harrison, The Economic Development of Harlem (Praeger:1970)
for a realistic view of the possibilities fordfevelopment.
-14-
from ghetto economic development: multiplier effects by Which jobs
are creatEli by the spreading of those newly employed in the
ghetto and agglomeration economics by which the presence of one
businesss lowers the cost of establishing another business in the
same neighborhood because they can share publie facilities. While
these effects may be dubious if money is spent outside of the
neighborhood the other two effects on the inhabitants of the area:
the leadership effect and the demonstration effect of a successful
business on attitudes are likely to have a great effect, It is
this effect that black leaders stress in talking about ghetto
36
development.
Another source for the development of a specific neighborhood
is the local development corporation or redevelopment corporation
that has been used extensively under the urban renewal program,
Such non-profit corporations are established by developers or church
or other elemonsynary organizations under the inducement of
real estate tax exemptions and the ability to use the public power
ofe-minentdomain... However, there are strict ruled with regard to
type of development and amount of profit to be made upbn a
36) See Roy Innis, "Separatist Economics: A New Social Contract,"
in William F. Haddad And'Douglas Pugh, Black Economic Develop-
ment (American Assembly: 1969) at 50-9 and the volume
Journal of Black Economy .:1 (May 1970).
37
project. The notion that a corporation would be a useful device
for economic development probably also stems from the use of such
local development corporations and the Small Business Investment
Corporationssst up to invest in and handle loans for the Small
38
Business Administration programs. Both of these types of insti-
tutions are interested in funding through outside control, rather
than ir1.nvolving members of a community.
Besides the direct emphasis upon development within a
specific neighborhood or emphasis upon regional development there
is another way to divide the internal control-external control issue.
There are three basic economic strategies that can be employed
regardlegs of this prior distinction. They are job training, aid
to minority budinessmen and aid to community-controlled
business enterprisesp The first approach is the traditional New Deal
method of guaranteeing through public workd projects that everyone
would be able to work who was willing to work. This emphasis
still permeates the manpower programs of the Department of Labor.
The aid to minority businessmen approach is taken by the Small
37) At present thirteen states have enacted redevelopment
corporation laws which give tax abatements to limited
dividend developers of public land. These states include
the large industrial states of Illinois, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Jersey, and Ohio. The state of New York has
both a local development corporation law and the New York
Urban Development Corporation, an umbrella provate agency
which will float bonds to finance developmemts of the same
type both by itself and by local developers. (New York
Unconeol. Laws 6251-6285 McKinley Supp. 1969).
38) See discussion of these key programs infra under heading
Source of Federal Funds.
-15-
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Business Administration and the new minority entrepreneur loan
programs of the Office of lhority Business Enterprise indthe
Department of Commerce. Both of these approaches try to develop
the economic power of individuals rather than groups. It is only
with the OE0 programs of special ripact grants and community
action'ahdhwtth the proposed Community Self-Determination Act
that these programs can be tied in with community cnntrolled
enterpriseSs Thus one can divide economic programs along two
dimensions--aid to the individual vaid to the community and
development of the community v, development of the region, Both ideas
have respectable historical precedents.,
B, .Theories of Citizen Participation
The theme of citizen participation in both economic and
political affairs issone that hearkens back to the beginning of
America. The joint stock trading companies that founded the
early colonies at Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay and JAmestown
were economic as well as political entitisr The shareholders
were given the right not only to explore His Majesty's lands but
39
the right to govern then as well. Regardless of his investment
in the operation each shareholder had only one vote in the
40
enterprise. The complications involved in such a corbined
entity were evident even at this early date. Most of the early
settlers were not shareholders in the enterprise and thus had no
legal say in how the colony was governed. The first towns and town
meetings were thys rough and ready devices, proba.bly fashioned
41
on the system of church vestry meetings in England , to provide
a basis for participation in government. This move was buttressed
by the notion of the covenant of believers, a central tenet of the
belief of the Calvinists inherited from the concept of the sacred
remnant of the ancient Israelites to whom the Puritans often likened
themselves. The Mayflower Compact of 1620, the first political
42
agreement in Aierica, was in the form of a covenant. Though the
39) See Patricia M. Lines a d John McClaughry, Early American
Community Development C rporations: The Trading Cfmpanies
(Cambrdldge Instititute: 1969) for a discussion and listing of
sources.
40) See Samuel Williston, "The History of the Business Corporation
Before 1800," 2 Harvard Law Review 165,149 (1888) for a
dscussion of early corporations
41) Joseph F, Zimmerman, The M ssachusetts Town Meeting; A Tenacious
Institution (New York State University at Albany:1967) at 13-14,
42) Cf. Beorge F. Willison, Saints and Strangers: The Story of the
Myflower and the Plymouth C}Lopny (Heinemann Press, London: 1945).
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Puritan commonwealth is often though of as a theocracy it was an
elected theocracy of the chosen who knew who they were. Thus the
concept of the voice of the governed in both political and economic
affairs was early established. These conditions were stabilized'
and given legitimaoy by the royal charters of the 1680s and then
written into the state constitutibns in the later eighteenth
century.
The second great influence upon the coneppt of the participation
of the governed came from Jefferson and the Lockeian view adopted
in the Declaration of Independence that the state was formed by a
covenant of the governed. While Locke was not specific on the size'
of his state and seemd to be referring to the nation as a whole,
Jefferson envisioned a state based on a system of ward republics.
Such small units of gobernment, parts of the county system, would
be best qualified to "care for the poor, their roads, police,
43
elections,,. " These decisions would be made by a general
assembly, a town meeting of the residents. The tension between
this type of pure democracy at the local level and the need for
representative democracy at the national level and also for the
protection of minority rights has continued to be the American
dilemma of government But one important strand which has been
redeveloped in the 1960s is this stress upon community participation
43A Letter to John Adams, October 28, 1813, and Letter to Joseph
Cobell, Feb. 2, 1816. cited in Milton Kotler, Neighborhood
Foundations Memorandum No. 4, The Enterprise of the Community
Foundation (Aug, 1964) at 5. (unpublished).
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in projects and community control over those profits, It was
this type of activity that DeToqueville called the glory of
44
American democracy. It was emphasized again by the Populists
and Progressives at the end of the nineteenth century.
A third strand in the notion of citizen participation that
influenced the conceptions of the 1960s and revived the notion
of the combination of a political mechanism of democracy within an
economic entity was the utopian movement of the nineteenth
century, as illustrated by BrDok Farm and the Oneida community of
45
John Humphrey Noyes , and by the kibbutz and other communal
movements. These communities were meant to be self-sufficient
bodies in which everyone participated equally, though the more
efficient operations economically were run generally as a
benevolent despotism. Noyes was a shrewd businessmanawho
establ~ied a thriving silver plate industry. The joys of rural
living, economic efficiency and political democracy, it was felt,
could be combined into one. This heritage plus the strong
influence of the kibbutz movement were influential in the idea of
the community development corporation.
This idea of the therapeutic value of participatiojs well as
its efficacy for the society as a whole lay dDrmant in the social
44) Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (1835), ch. 5.
45) Cf. John Humphrey Noyes, SAlvation from sin, the end of Christian
Faith (Oneida: 1869) and George .Wallingford Nuyes, The Putney
Communit (Oneida: 1931); Stewart Holbrook, Dreamers of the
American Dream (Doubleday and Co.: 1957) at 3-42.
45)
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programs established in the New Deal and post-New Deal period until
revived by the impetus of the Civil Rights movement in the phrase
"maximum feasible participation of the poor" in the Economic
46
Opportunity Act of 1964. Even the originators of that phrase
meant only participation, not control over the decisions regarding
47
allocation of resources. The history of the War on Poverty is
a battle over whose notion of the concept would prevail and a
number of studies of particular cases have now been made documenting
thd outlining the relationship between citizen participation of
varying degrees of potency and the results of a given community
48
action program. These studies are of interest in regard to the
community development corporation because they illustrate the
strains between efficiency in the sense of achieving the
named goals of a program and a high degree of participation in the
46) 42 U.SC. #2781 (a) (4) (Supp. Iv, 1969).
47() See Richard Blumenthal, "The Bureaucracy: Antipoverty and the
Community Action Peogram," in Allan P. Sindler, ed., American
Political Institutions and Public Policy (Little, Brown and Co.:
19); Lillian Rubin, "Maximum Feasible Participation: The
Origins, Implications and Present Status," 2 Poverty and Human
Resources Abstracts 13 (Nov.-Dec. 1967). There were actually four
views of the form of participation only one of which emphasized
control. Blumenthal, op.cit, at 137-40.
48) See Ralph Kramer, Participation of the Poor (Prentice-Hall: 1969);
Metropolitan Applied Research Cnnter, Inc , A Relevant War
Against Poverty: A Stu of Cbmmunity Action Programs and Observ-
able Social ghange (1968); Paul E. Peterson, "Forms of
Representation: PArticipation of the Poor in the Community
Action Program," 64 American Political Science Review 491
(June 1970); Melvin B. Mogulof, "Blck Community Development
in Five Western Model Cities," 15 Social Work 12 (Jan. 1970);
Melvin Mogulof, "Coali*ion to Adversary: Citizen Participation
in Three Federal Programs," 35 J. of Am. Inst. of PlannerN 225
(July 1969); Roland Warren, 'Model Cities First Round: Politics
Planning, and Participation," 35 L-oa A .. nst.. .. Planners
216 (July 1969) and Edmund Burke, "Citizen Participation Strategies,"
34 Jf Am. Inst, of Planners 287 (Sept, 1968)
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planning and implementation stages, This strain between partici-
pation and efficiency is one of the main themes of critiques of the
CDC concept in regard to the operations of a business firm, While
the CDC is generally thought of in terms of citizen control it can
also operates, as in Bedford-Stuyvesant, through elites who must
consult other community leaders but are not directly elected, Thud
the battles fought over in the community action program arise again
in our discussion of community development corporations.
In addition, the CDC comes partly out of the impetus for
participation stemming from the concept of black power and control
of one's turf. While this impetus comes partly from the notions of
participation discussed above, it receives its great intensity from
the objective conditions of the black man in America. Black power
also may connote black separatism, the belief that businesses should
be controlled by blacks becausetthey exist in black territory.
It is important to be specific about the types of participation
that one expects, Arnstein has set up a scale of descending levels
of participation from manipulation to citizen control. Presently,
operating CDCs despite the emphasis on control range foothose that
only consult residents or are goerned by a self-perpetuating Board
of Directors. However, if they were controlled by members of the
community they have been included in the definition of the term as
long as their goal was generating income for persons within the
community. In addition, a formal structure of participation must
49) Sherry Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Participation,&" 35 J.
of Amer. Inst of Planners 216 (July 1969).
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be supplemented by ideas about actual amounts of participation as
the studies of War on Poverty agencies have shown. All this section
has purported to do is to highlight some of the influences that
haue led to the idea that citizens should control the decision
about the distribution of resources in their community, It is meant
to be posed as an alternative to the services strategy of most
social programs.
II. The Community Self-Determination Act
50
The proposed Community Self-Determination Act is the outgrowth
of both the economic realities of urban and rural poverty and the
amalgamation of the concepts of community development and
community participation. It was drafted at the Kennedy Institute
by academicians, businessmen, lawyers and advocates of black power,
51
including Roy Innis and Floyd McKissick, Its goal is the
development of community-based corporations that would own and
operate economic enterprises and funnel the profits from these
enterprises into both further development of the business enterprise
and aid to sbcial services. The hope ferfor the development of
self-determination for the people of poor urban communities
and declining rural areas in order that they may contribute to
52
the nation, Thus the bill emphasizes community participation or
community development controlled from within rather than the
broader notion of community development with the use of outside
resources discussed earlier.
50) HR 18715, 90th Cong. , 2nd Sess. (1968); S3875, 90th Cong,.
2nd Sess. (1968). The bill has been reintroduced in August 1970
as the Community Corporation Act of 1970. Sections of the
bill referred to are those of the 1968 Act, though there is
practically no change in the 1970 version except a more specific
provision for the settlement of conflicts between two or more
corporations that allege to represent the same geographic area,
51) The best discussion is John McClaughry, "Black Ownership and
National Politics, in William Haddad and G.Douglas Pugh, ed.,
Back Economic Develoment (American Assembly: 1969), at 40-1,
The bill also had the support of Presidential candidates Nixon
and Humphrey,
52) #1 (purpose).
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The bill is a complex piece of legislation with many
bootstrapping features, including the development of a number of
tax incentives for investors and a community banking system to
help finance the corporations. In brief, a National Cbmmunity
Development Corporation (NODC) can be established in any community
whose developmpnt index of unemployment and median income is below
53
a certain level. Such a group must be certified by a national
corporation certification board (NCCCB) in order to qualify for the
54
benefits of the Act. A conditional charter will be issued when
the incorporators submit agreements from five percent or more of
55
the residents of the area over the age of 16 to buy shares When
the group has pledges of $5000 and teh percent of the residents a
referendum is held to see if the majority of the residents favor
56
a NCDC.. Then the corporation is eligible for a grant equal to
57
the amount invested by its shareholders, Provision is made
to issue conditional certificates of incorporation to two or more
corporations within a given afea but the NCCCB is to encourage their
consolidation and may provide technical and legal gssistance to
58
achieve this end. Thus any group with the active support
53) #138. The development index is the lesser of the ratio of the
rate of unemployment or the median income to the national
average. It must be less than .90 (#138 (d)) That of most
ghetto communities is under .50. See S. Sherer, Developpent
Index of Selected Ghetto Areas (dated July 24, 1968).
54) #101-105.
55) #131-133.
56) $136 (a); #137 (a).
57) #140.
58) #144 (1970 Act).
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of ten percent of the residents and the quiescent support of a
majority can establish a NCDC. The size of the population of the
area must be limited to 5000-10,000 residents over the age of l0,
55
thoagh theresis some loosening of this restriction with regard
59
to sparse rural areas. This si. ze of population is smaller than
6o
some of the existing community development corporations.
After the formation and certification of the corporation it
is eligible for three types of aid--grants of seed money, planning
grants and tax relief for turnkey programs with large investor..
Seed money grants would be given at the beginning of a project
equal to the amount invested by investors. The Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 would be amended to allow the Small Business Administra-
tion to make grants to NCDCs for business planning and marketing
61
and promotional assistance. Under the turnkey provision a firm
building facilities and turning them over to an NCDC wIll receive
a number of tax benefits including rapid amortization of the
facilities, tax aredits for wages of employees of the turnkey
59) #T110 (b).
60) Bedford-Stuyvesant has a population of 300,000, and would
probably not fit under the bill. The original bill had an
upper liitit of 300,000 residents over the age of 16 which
would cover all existing CDCs.
61) #503.
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facility and a tax credit on a percentage of the profits generated
by the turnkey facility for five years after its sale. In addition,
there will be no tax if the proceeds from the sale of the turnkey
62
facility to the NCDC are reinvested in a new turnkey facility,
Loans to community development corporations and local businesses
would be provided by the institution of a community development
bank system and a national secondary financing system based upon
the Farm Credit System. Thus the financialspystem was built upon
an attempt to develop new institutions and tax incentives to get
around the problems of financing ghetto businesses and of funneling
profits from business enterprises back into non-profit parent
63
corporations.
In addition, subsidiaries of the NCDC might be able to deduct
as much as the first $50,000 of their income and claim a surtax
64
exemption of up to #200,000 depending upon their development index,
The parent NCDC would be benefited by the fact that any dividends
that it received from the subsidiary would be eligible for a 1.00%/
(leduction, as long as it or its employees controlled 100% of the
62) #4o4-409. It is interesting to note that the last tax
incentive is identical to that given to real estate developers
who put their gains from one low income housing development
into another such development. Tax Reform Act of 1969 Qnow
I.RC. #1039).
63) This paper will not contain any extensive discussion of these
problems except as part of a general discussion of present
sources of federal funds. Miller, supra note 17, at 434-61.
"Note, Community Development Corporations: Operation and
Financing," 83 Harvard Law Review 1558, 1607-71 (May 1970).
64) #402 (b).
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65
stock of the subsidiary,
The feature of most interest for the purposed of this paper
are the provisions to allow for citizen participation within the
corporation. The NCDC is a for profit stock corporation whose
eligible shareholders include residents of the area and those who
own businesses in the area if this is approved by Ithe other
66
shareholders. The Bgard of Directors of the corporation does
not run the business activities directly but through a nine member
Business Management Board (B), also composed of residents of the67
community. The dangers of manager control are partly alleviated
by the provision that the Board of Directors canbbe removed by a
68
majority of the shareholders at any time, with or without cause,
The B4B comes under the same type of requirement but is also
restricted in. the use it makes of profits feam business ventures..
Twenty to eighty percent of the after tax income each year must
69
be allocated to social programs. This provision is likely to
hamper the efforts of organizations that seek economic growth
rather than immediate provision of social services, This problem
is now one of the major ones facing any community development
corporation,
The C6munity Self-Determination Act then provides a model
65) Id , # 403,
66) Tl7 (a).
67) #118.
68 #112 (a).
69) #119(a).
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for community owned businesses based upon control both by a Board of
Directors eldcted by the shareholders and a Business Management
Board elected by the directors to run the corporation which is
greatly restricted in the use of its profits. This form of dual
management is one of the most straightforward attempts to solve
thepproblem between political participation and the need for
70
business efficiency. A special set of tax incentives and financir
aids would be created to make the establishment of such corporations'
and their business subsidiaries viable. The federal NCCB would retain
some degree of control over the operation of fnnded NDDCs through
annual financial reports and would act as a board of appeal for
failure of the corporation to distribute bengfits in an equitable or
non-discriminatory manner. Its emphasis on the strategy of community
control of businesses with the immediate goal of community economic
power will serve as a base for the development of types of CDCs and
the conflicts between their political mechanism, economic strategy
71
and goals,
70) No existing CDC uses this method.
71) This short summary of the Act does not purport to be
adequate, For a good summary see "Note, Community Development
Corporations: A New Approach to the Poverty Problem," 82
Harvard Law Review 663 (Jan. 1969). A thoughtful discussion
of its merits is found in Miller, supra note 17, at 432-32.
A national organization of CDCs has now been formed, partly
as a political Corce to aid the bill.
III. Sources of Federal Funds
The final part of the background information necessary to
discuss the community development corporation concept is the types
of federal funds available for such an organization given that the
Community Self-Determination Act has not been enacted into law.
There are three broad based programs and a number of programs of
aid to job training and to minority entrepreneurs. The three
broad-based programs are the Special Impact and Community Action
programs of OEO and the Model Cities Program in HUD.
A. Broad-Based Programs
72
The Special Impact program has given a limited number of
large grants to community development corporations to establish
their own businesses, The average grant to an urban corporation
has been approximately one million dollars or up to ninety percent
73
of the project costs. The program is given a broad mandate to
Slve the problems of unemployment, dependancy and community
74
tensions within low income urban neighborhoods. Its scope is
-ry broad indeed. There are only three statutbryyrequirenents:
broad-based community control, participation of the business
75
community and coordination with existing programs. While the
72) Title I-D of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964; 42 U.S.C.
#2763-2768 (Supp. Iv, 1969).
73) 41 U.S.C. 32768 (Supp. IV, 1969). For example, United Durham
Inc., one of the cases studied, recbived $900,000 over a two
year period while the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation
reueived $10.2 million, the largest grant.
74) 42 U.S.C. #2763 (Supp. IV, 1969).
75) Id., #2765.
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latter two requirements might be expected to impinge upon the
first they have not yet done so in practice. CEO hhs been lenient
in allowing participation by busineesmen to mean merely representation
76
on advisory councils or "other appropriate means" such as joint
ventures to build facilities.
The future of the Speicial Impact program is not bright,
however. OEO has recently funded the Opportunities Funding
Corporation, a private corporation, that will guaAiatee provate
funds channelled into insurance, bonding and deposits in minority
77
banks and credit unions. It is not completely clear what impact
this move will have but it caused the chief proponent of community
78
capitalism to leave CED to write a book on his experiences,
The coordination requirement set has not meant that city agencies
79
and planning boards have had veto powets over grants.
However, CEO does keep close watch on its projects. Grants
are refunded at the end of every two years in most cases, In
addition, CEO has reserved the right to disapprove all expenditures
from ventire capital pools t2obe used by community development
80
corporations in launching new business ventures,' Thus the
76) Id., CEO, Guidelines for OEO Special Impact Programs Fiscal
Year 1969, at 3. (henceforth Guid 'nes).
77) Milton Moskowitz, BUsiness and S iety, March 31, 1970, at 5.
78) Geoffrey Faux, director of the program, is now writing a
book on his experiences for the Thentieth Century Fund,
79) See HLR, supra note 17, at 198, n.33 for a discussion of the
Hough Area Redevelopment Corporation and the irth
Lawndale Economic Development Corporation.
80) Guidelines, at 4.
CDC does not have complete power of selction of its subsidiary
or aided businesses. Yet in relations to the other government
programs to be studies the Spenikl1Impact program probably has
thAleast restrictions.
The community action program also stresses participation by
te poor and participation by their elected representatives,
Little money is available for community business activities as
opposed to social service programs, either under the "local'
81
initiative" program or under the research and demonstration
92
grants program. Only small scale business operations have been
83
funded, mostly cooperatives in rural areas, Despite the provision
of maximum feasibft participation for the poor, however, many com-
munity action agencies are controlled by local public officials.
Thus it would oftent rbve difficult to carry out the aims of
a program of community control of businesses. The tug of war
between services and aiding businessmen would also be an acute
one, with all the leverage here on the side of a service orienta-
84
tion,
81) 42 U.S.C. #2781-2837 (Supp. IV, 1969).
82) 42 U.S.C. #2825 (Supp. IV, 1969). These funds can be recieived
directly from OEO without the approval of the local CAA.
83) Hearings on Depts. of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare,
and Related Agencies Appropriations For Fiscal Year 1970 Before
a Subcomm. Of the House Comm. on Appropriations, 91st Cong.,
1st Sess, pt 8, at 327-328 (1969) (henceforth Appropriations
Hearings).
84) An elaborate scheme for using the CDC concept in relation
to a community action program is found in Robert Desiderio
ahd Raymond Sanchez, "The Community Development Corporation,"
10 Boston College IndustriAl and Commercial Law Review 217
(Winter 1969).
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85
The last broad-based program is the Model Cities program,
which aims to assist low income urban neighborhoods through social
86
and economic development programs. While Model Cities legislation
87'
calls for widespread resident participation, this requirement has
88
been stated to mean that city officials shall have the final say,
In addition, no new organizations were to be established to run
parts of the Model Cities program,
Thus though in theory a community development corporation
might run the economic development component of the program, in
practice it would be more likely to be relegated to the role of
receiving aid as a business operating in the Model Cities area,
However, there have been several efforts to have a CDC control an
economic development program and there are recent indications
that HUD may be forced to accept this possibility. In Philadelphia,
the city delegated its authority to run the Model Cities program
to a community action group, However, HUD refused to fund a
aupplemental grant until the local city agency responsible for
the Model Cities program assumed the power of appointing and
controlling the CDC Board of Directors. The local community
sought an injunction requiring HUD to review the Philadelphia
Model Cities application in the form it was originally sent to
Washington and to keep anyone else from operating the program
85) 42 U.S.C. #3301-3313 (Supp. IV, 1969).
86) Notably in Boston and Philadelphia.
87) 42 -U.S.C. #3303. (a) (2) (Supp. IV, 1969)..
88) Cf. Tech, Assistance Bull.. No, 3, Citizen Participation
In Model Cities, U.S. Department of H using and Ur ran
Development, Dec. 1968,
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on the ground that HUD's actions were in violation of the
requirements for widespread citizen participation and local initiative
in the statute. The THird Circuit has just reversed a lower court
in granting this injunction though this negative remedy gives little
89
indication of what the final disposition of such cases will be,
In Boston, a non-profit corporation was established in May 1970 to
develop criteria and policies for the economicddevelopment
component of the Model City program and to give loans, grants, or
90
make equity investments in such businesses, Originally such an
organization was to have had its Board of Directors appointed by
the Mpdel Neighborhood Board, the locally elected part of the
Model Cities program, However, after a two year struggle, a com-
promise was reached by which the Board would appoint three of the
91
seven members of the board of directors of the CDC, Since the
city will consult with the neighborhood board in making its
share of the appointments in effect the Board will control the
organization. However, HUD may yet write investment criteria
for CDC proojects and the major role in setting policy for the
89) North Area case
90) Cf. Scope of Services for Agreement Between Community Development
Corporation and City Demonstratinn Agency with Review by Model
Neighborhood Board, (1970) (henceforth CDC-CDA agreement),
91) See letter from Joseph B, GOldman, Assistant Regional Admini-
strator for Model Cities, New York Regional Office, BUD, to
Mr, John Bulliner, Chairman of Boston Neighborhood Beard,
Oct 14, 1969; letter from John Bulliner to Ron. Floyd Hyde,
Assistant Secretary for Demonstrations, Washington HUD, on
Nov 18, 1969; letter from Goldman to Paul Parks, Administrator,
Mgdel Cities Agency, on Nov. 4, 1969; and letter from Parks to
Goldman, Dec. 9, 1969,
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CDC remains in the joint control of the city Model Cities Agency
92
and the Neighborhood Board. Thus it is not at all clear that such
a CDC would have control over either its investments or the
redistribution of any profits from these investments, HUD would
probably still be able to enforce such a compromise under the
recent Philadelphia decision In that case. it did not really
negotiate with the community group at all. Brodder.paitiipation
could be gained in the economic development component but it
is difficult to see how the Model Cities program is sympathetic
to the community control of enterprises as conceived by the
draftsmen of the Community Self-Determination Act,
BD Aid to Individuals
The loan programs of the Small Business Administration (SBA)
provide a wide number of aids to small business concerns, The
Economic Opportunity Loan program provides the most lenient terms
but has a credit ceiling of $25,000 as opposed to a credit
ceiling of $350,000 for the standard 7 (a) loan program. Small
Business Investment Companies (SBICs) might be formed by community
development corporations, using long term loans from SBA in a set
prpportion to the capital the SBIC can raise itself to fund
its own business ventures. However, it can avoid a conflict of
92) See CDC-CDA Agreement supra note 90 and discussion in
Joseph de Roismes, CDCs in the edel City?: A Discontinuous
Analysid(1970 Harvard Law S6pool, unpublished, on file with
Center for Community Economic Development.)
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interest problem of funding an assisted business only if it agrees
93
to divest itself of that business within seven years, A community
dvelopment corporation interested in generating profits might be
reluctant to do this at the point when the subsidiary was becoming
self-supporting. AHother problem is the need for raising initial
capital of $150,000 in order to receive an SBA loan, However,
many businessmen see the program as the easiest way to get
94
investment capital into the ghetto
The third SBA program of importance to community developmient
corporations is the section 502 loan program for plant construction
95
or expansion. Residents of the area where the Local Development
Corporation (LDC) which receives the funds is located haW-75%
96
control of the LDC. Though a community development corporation
could not itskff be an LDC it could easily create one consisting
97
of persons affiliated with it. The SBA will match private
98
funds with low interest loans up to a ratio of nine to one.
Despite these leverage advantages the restriction to plant
construction may be a limiting one to a CDC. However, the state
93) 42 U.S.C. # 2901-2907 (SUpp. IV, 1969); 13 C.F.R., #119.31 (b)
(1969) (economic opportunity loans) and SBA National Directive
510-1A, App. 20, at 246 (Jan. 24, 1969) (business loans);
15 U.S.C. # 682 (a); 683 (b) (Supp.IV, 1969) See "Note,
Showdown at Equity Gap," 54 Virginia Law Review 772 (1968);
13 C.F.R. #107.901 (c), (d) (1969).
94) Letter to author from Robert Dehlendorf II, President, Arcata
National Corporation Merch 30, 1970.
95) 15 U.S.C. #696 (1964).
96) 14 C.F.R, #108.2 (d) (2) (1969).
97) Such an LDC must have 25 or more members with no member
holding-j more than 25% of the votes. ,SBA, 5T Local
Devolopment Progran (1969).
98) 13 C.F.R. # 108,502-1 (e (1969).
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development companies under the same act that are not so limited
99
have a matching ratio of only one to one. The greatest advantage
to all of the SBA programs except the LDC program is that the
Administration does not favor aiding community owned businesses and,
in fact, has excluded non-profit organizations from its definition
100
of a small business concern.
The final business loan cprpgram to be discussed is tht long
term loan program of the Economic Development Administration (EDA).
Loans are mgde to industrial enterprises to purchase land and
facilities. However, these loans are available only to
redevelopment areas based on high unemployment, low median income
102
or qualification as a Special Impact area, Though most
community development corporations would meet that requirement
they would probably not be the type of strong business enterprises
that EDA would like to aid, because of the pressures toward job
training and the service function that will be discussed at length
later. In addition, EDA expects the company to have adequate
financial resuurces and manageient to make the risk less great.
However, EDA may provide aid for technical assistance if it
103
thinks the business has a chance. Finally, state and local
104
approval is required for EDA loans, All of these reasons have
tended to make EDA's role a limited one aside from its new IESBIC
99) 15 U.S.C. #695 (b) (1964).
100) 13 C.F.R. #121.3-2(i) (1969).
101) 42 U.S.C. #3142 (a) (1) (Supp.IV, 1969).
102) 42 U.S.C. #3161 (A) (Supp. Iv, 1969).
103) Cf. the experience of the Greater Phila 'hia Enterprises
Development Corp discu sed in HLR,r A at 1649.
104) 42.u.s.C. #3142 (b (2), (10) (Supp. IV, 1969),
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program patterned after that of the SBA's SBIC program and catering'
to large businesses,
The MESBIC program is President Nixon's main thrust in the
area of black capotalism. Loans are made through the SBA but the
program is coordinated by the new office of minority business
enterprises, It provides for Minority Enterprise Small Business
Investment Companies (MESBICs) to be operated by established
business firms who invest at least $150,000. Such enterprises
will then be eligible to have its long term debentures purchased
by SBA at a rate of two dollars for every one dollar of inv"..ested
capital. In addition, SBA can gourantee up to 90% of loans made
by regular financial inatitutions to the NESBIC on a four to one
matching basis with this invited capital and long term loans. Thus
a minimum $150,000 investment can generate %300,000 in debentures
and $1.8 million in bank loans (90% of which will be guaranteed
by SBA). Thus $150,000 will generate $2,250,000 in working
104a
capital. So for due to the business slump many large firms
have not made good on their commitments to begin these modified
SBICs. In addition, most community development corporations would
not have the initial capital or financial power to get loans to
make effective use of this type of financial leverage. The program
is probably destined t obe only one of aid to minority entrepreneurs
by outsiders.
The job training programs of the Department of Labor have been
104a) This discussion is taken from Rosenbloom and Shark, supra
note 13, at 102.
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widely utilized by community development corporations. The JOBS
program and the MDTA/OJT program are both limited to disadvantagdd
workers with fairly extensive training allowances, Yet the
requirement that employers must hire from those referred by
public agencies may create problems for community development
corporations as it has in the case of disputes with some private
105
employers,
In addition, there are a series of social service programs
in education, health, and housing that can be utilized by CDCs.
However, the above is meant more as a sketch of the principal
business-oriented programs as a prelude to an analysis of types
106
of CDCs,
105) Cf. case study of FIGHTON, INC., infra,
106) A much more detailed analysis of these programs is found
in HLR, 2pa:Is,, at 163-54.
CHAPTER II
TYPES OF COMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATONS
After describing the Community Self-Determination Act, the
politioal and economic theories that proceeded it and studying
the organizations that presently call themsleves community develop-
ment corporations one reaches a general definition of a CDC that
serves to bring together the concepts of black capitalism and
political decentralization while distinguishing them from the
community development corporation concept, A community development
corporation will be defined as a corporate entity restricted to a
defined geographic area, with a program for generating economic
107
resources for the benefit of the population within that
area and a political mechanism by which the residents of the
area participate in the decision regarding the distribution of
these resources.
The concept of a geographic area for the community while not
theoreticallr necessary for economic development fits the
definitions of the advocates of political decentralization and the
current realities of community organization. A participatory
mechanism for the distribution of resources divides the community
development corporation concept from that of those programs of
107) The economic enterprises themselves need not be situated
in the area they benefit. See the ambiguities of the Community
Silf-Determination Act on this point, Frederick D. Sturdivant,
"The Limits of Black Capitalism," 49 Harvard Business Review
122 (1969); John McClaughry, 4 Harvard Business Review 43, 45
(1969)
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loans to individual businessmen by large businesses. It indicates
the need for participation through a group decision to give
legitiman/y and social utility in terms of self-respect to
efforts to help ghetto communities, either the community as a
whole or the individuals within it. In addition, it is assumed
that participation as control will lead to results in terms of
benefits and detriments that the group wishes.
There are three main variables upon which tq make useful
distinctions between types of CDCs--the type of political
mechanism for the distribution of resources, the type of
economic plan used to generate these resources and the goal of
the organization with regard to which the resources will be
distributed, In addition, there are several intervening
variables to be assessed in attempting to describe the process
of development of the community development corporation because
they relate to the effect of the institutional background in
which the organization finds itself upon its strategies and goals.
The most important of these intervening variables are sources
of funds available for community development corporations,
the role of leadership, and the orientation of the corporation
toward either a philosophy of integration into the larger
political and economic system or toward the development of a
separate state.
A. Political Mechanism
The different theories regarding pblitical participation
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discussed earlier in this paper all appear when one looks at existing
community development corporations, There are three types of parti-
cipation with some important variations. These types are pure
democracy, representative demorracy and elitism. Pure democracy is
the descendant of the Greek polis and the New England town meeting.
Members of the non-profit corporation meet fairly regularly to
transact the major business of the community, although they
generally appoint an Executive Council to run the organization
between meetings. The East Central Citizens Organization (ECCO)
of Columbus, Ohio, is the prototype of this form of political
patticipation. Its founder, Milton Kotler, a political scientist,
ig fond of quoting Jefferson on the virtues of the ward republic.
The rural cooperatives and communal organizations are also
representatives of pure democracy. In the former, major policy
decisions are usually made at an anngal meeting to be carried out
by a hired manager. In the latter,meetings are more commom but
a board and hired staff carry out the work of the organization
on a daily basis.
The representative democracy has a number of varied forms,
depending both on the legal form of incorporation and the structure
of the community. In its pure form in a non-profit corporation
the member-residents of the community at large elect the board of
directors For example, membership on the Watts Labor Community
Acrion Center is open to all residents of the area above the age of
16 It claims a voting population of one-half of those eligible.
In a for profit corporation the voting population is limited to
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shareholders, genorally a much smaller degment of the total popu-
lation of the areav, Shareholders may include all residents of the
a-ea or be limited to employees of the corporation or members of
a specific institution within the communityA Albina Corporation
in Portland, Oregon, has established an employee deferred-compensation
trust which receives contributions from the corporation with which
it buys hhares of stock focr the employees, based upon a given
percentage of their yearly wages, Sale of voting stock is
restricted to employees,,Zion Investment Associates, Inc. originally
sold stock only to members of Rev, Leon Sullivan's Zion Baptist
Cturch, though it bas now extended its sale of shares to all
members of the N&rth Philadelphia community. A third type of
representative-democracy is the mixed representative democracy,
run by a board partly elected by community residents and partly
appointed to include thehheidso6f prominent community organizations
and important businessmen. Most of these organizations were formed
from existing anti-poverty agencies with their emphaiCS on
participation by the poor, local officials and local civic and
business leaders, The fourth and final type of representative
democracy is representation by groups. The board of such an
organization is elected by its membership but the latter consitts
of organizations rather than individuals. FIGHT, the community-
based organization in Rochester, meets annually with its voting
pobulation consisting of delegates from community organizations,
the number of delegates based upon the active membership
of the organization.
The final type of political mechanism is that of elitism,
There are three forms of elitism, two of which will be considered
to fall within the above definition of a community development
corporation, Control by outside businessmen will be excluded as
a possible form of political participation for residents of an.
area even though many of the organizations now named community
development corporations or economic development corporations
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fall into that category. Most of these corporations are only
consuits by khich federal aid for job training or loans to minority
entrepreneurs can be passed inthe ghetto, Although community
organizations may have some influence on who receives a loan they
do not really participate in thy process of allocation in any
meaningful way. Most often they are wary or openly hostile to
such outside-controlled groups. For example, the case study on
FIGHTON, Inc. in Rochesfer will illustrate its ambivalent
relationship to the Rochester Business Opportunities Corporation,
a local development corporation organized as a non-profit
corporation to receive charitable contributions from corporations
and as a Small Business Investment Company to receive loans f'oni
the Small Business Administration.
More important for the purposes of this analysis are elitism
by insiders and by a mixed group of outsiders and insiders. In
108) Seepisting of organizations aiding minority business enter-
prises in McClaughry Associates, Report to Office of Minority
Business Enterprises, Department of Commerce, CAtalogue pf
Programs Aiding Minority Business Enterprises (April 1970).
an elite organization (eontrolled by insiders the board of directors
of the non-profit corporation is composed of self-appointed (ommunity
baders who increase or decrease their number by their own dictates.
In Hough Area Development Corporation in Cleveland the board of
directors is controlled by a group formally called "'The MIAchine" who
ran a number of powerful community organizatinns. The board contains
the leaders of all community organizations with large followings
with a mechanism for deleting these groups that ate no longer
active.. However, none of the original leaders have lost their
positions. More typical is the dual corporate structure in which
a non-profit corporation controlled by leaders of community organi-
zations is funded by a non-profit corporation with a board composed
6f prominent businessmen and civic leaders, Bedford-Stuyvesant
Development and Services (D&S) Corporation funds Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration Corporation, a community-based corporation. The
relationship between these two corporations is generally one of ini-
tiation of projects by the Restoration Corporation but the staffs
of the two organizations now work closely together.
B. Types of Economic Plans
There are three basic types of economic strategies that ate
being used by community development corporations They are the job
training strategy, the aid to minority entrepreneurs strategy and
the community-controlled enterprises strategy, .n practice, these-
strategies are often intermingled though an useful distinction can
be made between those corporations most interested in aiding the
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individual through the use of one or more of the first two strategies
and those interested in aiding the community through the third
s trategy, Though job training is a subordinate part of many of
the corporations using a community-controlled -enterprises strategy
such job training programs are explicitly directed toward
training to work in the community-controlled institution, rather
than at any skilled job that may be needed, For example, the Zion
Investment Associates in Philadelpbia has gotten funds from both OEO
and the Department of Labor for training managers for its ahopping
center and housing development. Now it has also reeeived a grant
b train managers for shopping centers to be developed in thirteen
other cities. On the other hand, Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corponation and the Watts Labor Community Action Center run job
training programs in specific skills not directly related to their
mtivities in housing and urban redevelopment. Aid to minority
entrepreneurs and aid to community-controlled enterprises are
most diametrically opposed aas uses for the small amount of
capital available for the community. Aid to small businesses
genDrally implies an emphasis on labor-intensive enterprises while
in theory community-controlled enterprises are more interested in
building up the capital to make the enterprise more efficient and
to generate a greater amount of income to be distributed for
community services This hypothesis will be tested when we examine
our case studies of particular community development corporations
and dwell at length on the larger question of the relationship
between political participation and economic effi.eciency,
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In addition, the neat categorization of corporations into
those with programs to aid individuals and those with programs
to aid the larger community is distorted by both of the intervening
variables described at the beginning of this section. The source
of funds from the federal government and the appeal of black separa-
tism have both had important impacts on economic strategies that'
will be discussed later.
C. Goals of the Organization
There are four types of goals to be considered in discussing
theccommunity development corporation concept. They are individual
economic power, community economic power, individual political
power and community political power. Individual economic power can
be defined as either a job for other source of income for every
individual. The Albina Corporation embraces both of these pos-
sibilittus as an employee-owned corporation in which the individual
employees receive both a pay check and a dividend check. Such
individual power is the dinal goal and need notbbe the intermediary
goal. The SWuthwest Farmers Cooperative Association of Selma,
A abama, is a marketing corporation in which individual farmers have'
banded together to get a better price forttheir crops but with the
final goal being the welfare of the individual farmer. In the case
of SWAFCA there is some talk of providing social services through
-$e cooperative but the organization has not yet teachedtthat stage
which is atypical of the traditional farming cooperative. The
philosophy of self-help and integration into the existing economic
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system expressed by Rev Leon Sullivan of Zion Investment Associates
also indicates a desire to use community owmed enterprises to
generate income which can then be used by the shareholders as
they wish rather than establishing a set offcommunity priorities.
Community economic power does envision the establishment of
sich priorities, In United Durham, Inc, funds generated by
economi4 resources will be put into a charitable trust to be
used for social arvices and job training. In the communal
organization, such as New Communities, Inc, in Georgia, the funds
received from the land trust and the initial economin venture into
harmingwirill be used to establish other economic enterprises. Such
organizations are the logical descendants of the Oneida Community
of the 19th centuuy and the kibbutz system in Israel,
Community political power is closely allied to community
economic power and it is sometimes difficult to separate them.
However, those organizations espousing political power put a
greater emphasis on taking over or remolding existing political
institutions with the resources developed from an econoinic base
or with creating their own separate political institutions szth Mae
emeunefethe adherents of zommunity schools or separate new cities,
such as Roy Innis' Soul City. fHdny of these organizations are
children of broadly based community organizations skilled in the
art of confrontation, FIGHTON, Inc, in R@uhester is wholly owned
by FIGHT, a community organization which SauJLUinsky helped to
fbund, and was established after a confrontation between FIGHT and
the Eastman Kodak Company which will be diseussed in the case study,
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Individual political power relates to the Jeffersonian ideal of
the yeoman farmer, the participating citizen, Very few community
development eorporations aim to establish this ideal, One of the
few is ECCO in COlumbus, Ohio which has as its goal the aim of
allowing individual residents to influence resource decisons made
tat affect their lifes by officials outside of their own coiunmunity.
Some proponents of political decentralization often claim this as
their aim though they generally arore interested in initial
control by a small group of leaders, Once again, the case studies
will explore the question of what effect the source of funds
available to community developers has upon the selection of
individual political power ass a goal for a CDC.
A number. of types can be developed from this three-variable
matrix in order to explore the relationships between the variables
I have selcted nine community development corporations to explore
more deeply,. They are:
1) Elitist (mixed insider-outsider)--job training, aid to
idividyal entrepreneurs.
Goal: Individual Economic Power
Organization: Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation of
New York City.
29 Pure Democracy-Community Control of Enterprises
Goal: Individual Political Power
Organization: East Central Citizens Organization (ECCO)
of Columbus, Ohio
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3) Pure Democracy-Community Control of Enterprises
Gbal: Individual Economic Power
Organization: Southwest Farmers Cooperative of America
(SWAFCA) of Selma, Alabama,
4.) Pure Democracy-Community C ntrol of Enterprises (Communal
Organization)
Goal: Community Economic Power
Organization: New Communities, Inc. (Georgia)
5) Representative Democracy (representation by groups)--
Community Control of Enterprises
Goal: Community Political Power
Organization: FIGHTON, Inc, of Rochester. New York,
6) Representative Democracy (shareholder-employee)--
Commmunity Control of Enterprises
Goal: Ithdividual Economic Power
Organization: Albina Corporation of Portland, Oregon.
7) Representative Democracy (shareholder)--Community
Control of Enterprises
Goal: Community Economic Power.
Organization: United Durham, Inc.., of Durham, North Carolina,
P 8) Representative Democracy --Job training
Goal: Individual Economic Power
Organization: Watts Labor Community Action Center of
Los Angeles, California
9) Representative Democracy (shareholder)--Corimiunity Control
of Enterprises (no outside funding)
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Goal: Individual Economic Power (through community ecomomic
power)
Organization: Zion Investment Associates of Philadalphia.
These case studies do not cover all of thepossible variations
but should give some light on the more important ones, In some cases,
the corporations have been operating for such a short period of time'
that it is very difficult to make any generalizations beyond those
about the relationship between its formal goals and strategies,,
These particular organizations are among those about which the
most information is available and which have been operating for
the1longest period of time Yet information of a substantive
nature is scarce and this effort can only be looked at as a
beginning,
Hypotheses
Given this scheme of categorization, hypotheses can be put
forth which relate 1) types of political participatory mechanisms
to economic plans--theeparticipation v. efficiency arguments;
2) types of political participatory mechanisms to goals, both the
relationship to individual and community politici. and economic
powet and the likelihood of the adoption of a philosophy of
separation; 5) types of economic strategies and types of goals;
4) the relationship of the intervening variables, source of funds
and the role of leadership, to types of participation and
5) the relhtionship of the atter varlabLes to types of economic
strategies. These hypotheses draw upon the political and econmmic
theories described in the background.
A. Types of Participation and Economic Plans
1) A pure democracy should be least likely to establish a
capital'intensive business in which current benefits &n the form
of income, dividends, and services would have to be given up
initially. An elite would be most likely to effectively establish
such a business. A representative democracy would be able to
establish such enterprises oGn1 in connection with a plan to
provide for social services or jobs.
2Q A pure democracy interested in community control of
businesses will encourage businesses which are labor-intensive
and provide jobs to the resident population to a greater extent
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than does either a representative democracy or an elite.
3) An elite is most likely to have a comprehensive econoitic
plan while a pure democracy is least likely to have such a plan.
4) A representativeedemocrcy should best be able to provide
both participation and efficient management of businesses. In a
pure democracy the managers are likely to try to shift control
from an elected assembly to a body of elected representatives oh
Executive Cgncile
B. Types of Participation and Goals
1) Tlfe pure democracy would have a goal that led to benefits
to individuals as opposed to benefit to ethe entire group which in
practice would probably mean the redistribution of resources to
those who are least likely to be able to takeecare of themselves.
2) The lite would have a goal of economic power for
individuals through job training or loans because such a goal does
not threaten their control or that of the outside elites who
provide their funds and provides incentives for residents to
preserve the status quo in leadership.
3) A philosophy of spparatism is most likely to occur in a
representative democracy with a goal of community economic or
political power because the leadership is less exposed to pressures
for cutrent benefits than a pure democracy but not closely tied
to an existing system or leadership as in an elite,
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C. Economic Strategies and Goals
1) Community control of economicienterprises is more likely
to be related to a goal of community economic or political power.
2) A goal of individual economic or political power is less
likely to lead to an efficient operatinn of a community pwned
business because of the empha5i. on immediate benefits.
3) A goal of community economic power is more likely to lead
to a capital intensive business than a goal of community political
powet because of the need to spend a great quantity of resources on
political activities.
D. Sources of Funds and Participation
1() Because of the pressures to immediate benefits and
uncdrtainties about the use of funds a pure democracy should
be least likely to be successgul in securing them. When a pure
democracy does receive government funds there will be constant
pressure for monitoring the funds,
2) An elite should be best able to negotiate funds because of
a relative lack of participation.
E. Source of Funds and Economic Plans
1 1) Funds are more likely to be available for organizations
who stress job traintng thdnaid to minority entrepreneurs.,
2) Community based enterprises with a goal of individual
economic or political power are more liki.?.y to receive funds than
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those who stre-ss community power.
3) With pressure to show some immediate gains for individual
members, the leaders of representative democracies should be
better able to use what ate normally conflicting types of aid, such
as loans to minority entrepreneurs and aid tocommunity controlled
businesses. Elites are more Iilkol~y to concentrafe on a coherent
economic plan.
F. Leadership and Participation
1) Strong leaders are least likely to develop in pure
democracies, because of the constraints with regard to strategies.
2) Strong leaddrs are likely to be a necessity in
representative democracies tenitiate a program. In elites, the
outside funding sources may maintain de facto control.
G. Leadership and Economic Plans
A strong leader is more likely to be interested in a plan
of community control of businesses which wi1l provide the
resources to consolidate his control, though there is a strain to
use outside resources to provide immediate benefits to the
residents,
These hypotheses are not meant to be exhaustive but to provide
a basis for the later discussion of the community development
corporation examined in the next chapter.
CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS
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I. The Bedford-Stuyvesantt Restoration Corporations Elitism
and Economic Power.
The Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation Is the best
example of control of an elitist group aimed at developing
economic powet for the individual resident through large
reconstruction programs, mainly housing, and programs of job
110
training and aid to itdividual business entrepreneurs. It was
initiated in 1966 in the huge Bedford-Stuyvesant area of
Brooklyn (population of 500,000) by the staff of Senator Robert
Kennedy through the cohannels of the regular Democratic
109) The principal sources of intormation about the Bedford-
Stuyvesant Corporation are a description in Heidi Urich,
Community Development Corporations in Urban Settings:
Twenty Case Studies (Center for C' munity Economic
Develtopment, Cambridge, Mass: April 1970) (henceforth
Urich) at 24-32; Note "The Inner City Development
Corporation," 55 Virginia Law Review 872, at 885-95 (1969);
Jack Newfield, "Robert Kennedy's Bedford-Stuyvesant Legacy,"
New York, Dec. 16, 1968 at 26-34; Arthur Tabier, "'Bedford-
Stuyvesant After Kennedy," New York Advocate (Dec. 1968);
"Communities: Bedford-Stuyvesant Parts I and II," City, March
1968 at 18-27 and May 1968 at 22-33 and Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration Corporation, 1968 Annual Report.
110) The 1967 proposal to the Deapartment of Labor applying for
mi'oney under the Special Impact Program stated that the program's
"basic objective is to plan and put into effect... a socially
and economically beneficial development of industrial and
comercial private enterprise in Bedford-Stuyvesant but whose
overriding purpose will be to create new training and employment
opportunities for the residents of that comunity." The Inner
City Business Improvement Forumaof Detroit (ICBJF) operates
with the same type of dual structure while the HOugh Area
9 Redevelopment Corporation in Cleveland has the-same type of
elitist concept of control by organizing leaders, though in
the latter case members can be asked t withdraw if their
organizations are no longer active.
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organization and the Central groOyn Coordinating Council (CBCC),
a female dominated middle class civic group whose most prominent
11
member is now Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm. Kennedy had
bcome interested in aiding the area after visiting it during his
senatorial campaign in 1965. He thought in terms primarily of
112
traditional community action programs like job training.
The initial phase of the operation was a fight for control,
Judge Jones, the head of the regular Democratic organization, was
named by Kennedy to head the Restbration Corporation, Initially,
the Board of Directers contained all middle class organization
representatives such as those of the CBCC. These members fought
the successful move by Jones to include militants, though subsequently
the militants have not been active.
The unique organization of the development effort demonstrates
the emphasis on bringing a great amount of outside resources to
bear upon a community with the control of these resources
remaining in the hands of a group designated witli the approval of
outside investors. There are twon non profit corporations, The
Bedford-Stuyvesant Development and Services Corporation (D&S) has
111) See Arthur Tabier, "Bedford-Stuyvesant after Kennedy," &w
York Adyac'ate, Dec. 1968; Jack Newfield, op.cit.at 32 and
"Communities: Bedford-Stuyvesant Part I," City, March 1968,
at 18-19,
112) The twelve man board includes Senator Jacob Javits,
q, Dguglas Dillon (former Secretary of the Treasury),
Roswell L. Gilpatric (senien partner Cravat*, Swaine
and Moore); Andre' Meyer (senior partner, Lazard Freres and
Co.,) and Berne C. Schmidt (managing partner, G.H. Whitneyy
and Co,) The staff for the DS Corporation is directed by
John Doar, former head of the Civil Rights Division in the
Department of Justicee
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a b'oard of directors composed entirely of members from New York's
113
business and political comunities. The Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration Corporation's board of twenty-six contains the leaders
of the major established civic, religious, labor, business, and
114
social organizations 'in the area, It is a self-perpetuating body,
New directors are chosen by present directors. The relationship
between the two organizations is a largely informal one in which
the Restoration Corporation initiates projects whikh the staffs of
both organizations then work on to get funded. The board of the
D&S Corporation's major job is in opening up fund sources for
Restoration-initiated projects.
This tandem operation with its powerful set of backers has
been tremendously effective in generating support from both the
federal government and private foundations, As of May 1970 ij had
received $3.23 million from the Stern, Ford and Astor Foundations
and $19.3 million under various grants under the Special Impact
program to cover the period through 1972. The major emphasis of
the program has been upon aid in the form of grants and loans
to individual entrepreneurs already in the area and to induce
115
outside firms to set up plants in the area. In addition, the
Corporation has established a $100 million mortgage program for
113) See "Communities: Bedford-Stuyvesant, PattqI," City, March 1968,
at 21.
114) HLR, -supra note 17, at 1583 n. 13
3:15) S e_RJbqrt._raanc and Susan Stein, "IHdustry in the ELack
Community: IBM in Bedford-Stuyvesant," Journal of Am.
Inst. of Planners (Sept, 1969) at 348-351,
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housing, a manpower training program (Although most of this aid
116
is being given to the Opportunities Industrial Center--OIC), and
and the development of superblocks and dneighborhood centers.
The latest grant from the Special Impact program includes funds for'
buyirg an equity position community businesses but there is no
mechanism indicated as to how much a program would work. Probably
it would not include buying a controlling portion of any business,
To date the most significant accomplishments of the Bedford-
Stuyvesant project has been its loans to bstablished businesses in
the area, its housing rehabilitation program and the building of
a community center-office building within an abandoned dairy. It
is at the point of developing some rather large housing programs,
Its impact has been felt mainly by the middle class residents
of the area who were involved initially 1jetSenator Kennedy under
the rubric of the CBCC but who later fought any expansiornoof the
Board. These residents are directly involved through their
representatives who serve on the Restoration Board and perhaps
through positions on specialized committees of the Corporation
dealing with a topic such as health, housing, or education. A
survey was made initially of the attitudes of the residents with
regard to certain projects but there is no formal mechanism through
Gich such views are solicited. However, there is an empahsis
on establishing bloask organizations under the Community Home
116) Urich, supra note 109, at 27-31,
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Improvement Activity Program.
The movement to seeking equity positions in businesses may be
a step toward providing more impact in the community but it does
not lead to greater populab control. However, the change in emphasis
from -job training to aiding minority businesseanto an equity
position does appear to demonstrate a recognition of the need to
find projects that more directly affect the economic base of the
117a
community, As the projects get more visible it will be more
to therbenefit of militants to try to gain control of the
Restoration Corporation, Yet all of the political power of both
the Corporations and the office of the Congresswonan !remains
firmly middle class. At present it is likely that several of the
larger projects wil be finished soon but it is doubtful if any means
will be initiated to divide up the huge area into blocks to insure
any greater say by residents in the developmient of the programs,
Bedford-Stuyvesant looks like it will remain a program basically
imposed fpon the outside.
117) Cf. Westinghouse Leaving Corporation, A Report on the Progress
n of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Special Impact Program (CEO: Aug, 1968)
at 65 and draft article on Community Development Corporations
for the Yale Law Journal,
117a) ICBIF began with a policy of not taking an equity position
in any of the businesses it aided which it changed to get an
OEO Special Impact grant. Ericson, supr noteT , at 203 as
compared with HER, Supra note 17, at 1573 n 62.
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II. The East Central Citizens'Organization (ECCO): The Town Meeting
The East Central Citizens' Organization (ECCO) in Columbus,
Ohio, represents a view of community development almost diametrically
opposed to that espoused by the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation..It aims at developing political power fortthe individual
through the town meeting concept and has only lately begun to
operate economic enterprises. Membership in the corporation is
open to all residents over the age of 16 and to all regular
employees of the area, The general assembly meets twice a year
to select a thirty member Executive Council that carries out
119
the operations of ECCO between meetings of the larger body.
All major decisions are made by the general assembly. However, the
number of members of the organization that actually attends a
120
meeting fluctuates drastically, In that respect a general
assembly meeting is much like a traditional meeting of shareholders,.
However, interest in the organization did become greater with
the establishment of a program of community controlled business
l18) SeeMilton Kotler, Neighborhood Government (Bobbs Merrill Co.
1969) at M- 50; Urich, supra note 109, at 38-42; HLR, spra
note 7, at 1573-1576; ECCO Means Business: An Evaluation (ECCO
1969): Kenneth H. Miller, "Community Organizations inthe
Ghetto," in Richard S, Rosenbloom and Robin Marris, ed.,
Social Innovation in the City (Harvard University Program
on Technology and Society 1969)
119) Actually members select only fourteen respresentatives. The
other 16 membersare elected by the are4's four neighborhood
clubs (four from each club),.
120) For example the general assembly meeting inJan. 1969 attracted
150 ECCO area residents while the meeting held in May 1969 had
an attendance of only 70. ECCO Means Business, at 40. Neither
of these figures are high when ohe consTderthat 1500 of the
4500 eligible residents are members of ECC6.
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enterprises,
ECCO is very much a structure imposed by an outside theorist,
Dr, Milton Kotler, as an attempt to get back to the Jeffersonian
notion of the ward republic. This notion was accepted by the
Lutheran Church in 1965 when it gave an existing neighborhood service
122
center to four block clubs fD:om the area. At first, the emphasis
was upbn the political mechanism itself although some thought was
given to the types of enterprises that such a general assembly
would run, Initial funding for the experiment came from such
private sources as the Lutheran Church, the Stern Family and the
Columbus Cguncil of Churches and from grants from OEO.. ECCO received
123
three grants totalling $763',485 since 1966. In 1968, partly
through the insistence of OEO, it established ECCO Development
Corporation, a for profit community-owned corporation, to go into
the field of moduClar housing and also to continue ECCO's program
of aiding the establishment of small enterprises, such as its
purchase offan IGA foodstore, a tie factory and the establishment
of a sewing center. At the moment, ECCO Development is still
attempting to get started with the aid of an OEO grant. , However, all
121) Cf. ECCO Means Business, supra note 118, at 39, 40.
122) Cf. Rev. Lwopold W. Bernhard, YNeighborhood Foundation in
Columbus, Ohio," Nei hborhood Foundations Memorandum No. 11
(J n. 1966) and Mi ton Kotler,."Review of the NPghborhood
Foundation Project: COlumbus, Ohio," Neighborhood Foundations
Memorandum No. 10 (Oct, 1965) (Institute of Policy Studies).
Ko;tle-r'sviews are best expressed in Kotler, spra note 118,
and Kotler, "Two Essays on the Neighborhood Corporation," in
Urban America: Goals and Problems (Subcommitee on Urban Affairs
of Joint Economic Committee: 1967) at 170-191.
123) Cf. Urich, supra note 109, at 38, 40.
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of these prior enterprises were of ftnmal imnportance when con-
pared to the social service operations funded by OEO, especially
the youth center and the neighborhood center.
This emphasis on political democracy and social services
largely imposed from an outside source hasmeant that ECCO has been
troubled by internal struggles between its staff and Executive Coucil
124
and with more indigenous community organizations in the area..
With the advent of the Development Corporation a real conflict has
arisen between the staff which wants the businesses to be run
"efficiently" and the Council and the General Assembly which do
not want to give up any of their authority over the operations of
125
these enterprises, As the business operats have not yet
started it is too early to say what the results will be -In
practice. In addition, OEO has moved to put the Development
CorpDration under close scrutiny., It igas in response to OEO that
the by-laws of the Develbptent Corporation were drafted so that
ECCO would hold only 24% of its stock and cannot- exercise day to day
126
control through the election of the board of directors.
ECCO received a disproportionate share of the seats on the
Columbus Model Cities Board, probably in large part due to its
national publicity, and has been able to see that public services
are performed in its area. However, it has not really been able
to build up an effective base of coamunity support. Too many of
124) Miller, supra note 118, at 101.
125) ECCO Means Business, supra note 118, at 46-8.
126) Id., at 16-18, 57-8 for a critical view of this procedure.
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its programs appear to be little understood by the residents of the
127
area. In addition, the twenty percent of the population that is
white has no representation ahd thus has not participated in the
126
program.
This vulnerability to outside pressure leaves ECCO in an ambiguous
position following five years of operation. Its emphasis on playing'
a role as a representative unit of a larger political entity has both
aided its initial efforts to receive funding and made it more
difficult to build up a political base on issues of confrontation
as FIGHTON , Inc. has done. , Its emphasis on the town meeting comcept
sacrifices some efficiency in business operations as well as
requiring it to be heavily dependent on participation at in early
stage when business development may require more despotic control.
This has meant that most of its funds have gone for
salaries for services (largely a replacement of welfare), Like
Bedford-Stuyvesant it has tailored its program somewhat to federal
fund availability moving from an emphasis on social services to one
of community controlled businesses as OEO changed some of its funding
policies. Given its dependence on such funding and +he problem
of internal dissension it is difficult to predict that it will
reach a stage of self-sufficiency in the near future,
127) Id. , at 48, and Miller, supra note -18, at 101-102.
128) Miller, supra note 118, at 101.
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III, Southwest Alabama Farmers Cooperative Association (SWAFCA)
The cooperative model for the community development corporation
is perhaps best demonstrated by the Southwest Alabama Farmers
Cooperative Association (SWAFCA) of Selma, Alabama, It serves a
ten county area of 12,000 families, with about 2,000 members, mainly
low income black families. Basically it is a marketing and
farm supply cooperative that was established as a consequence
of the Selma march in 1965-66 and its aftermath in which local black
farmers were often evicted from their farms or saw large scale
cuts in their acreage allotments. SWAFCA has developed a three
phase program. In the first phase of the program the initial
establishment of the cooperative would occur, During stage two
new economic activities, such as food processing and manufacturing
would be established, In the third phase of the operation programs
would be begun to implement lbng run social objectives, such as
adult literacy and better housing and the establishment of credit
130
unions and insurance programs.
The formal structure of the Board of Directors of SWAFCA is
1?,9) The main sources of information about SWAFCA are Stanley
Zimmerman, "Edon]iic Development--The SWAFCA Co-op," in
Edgar S. Cohn and Barry Passett, ed., Citizen Participation:
A Casebook in Democracy (New Jersey Community Action Training
Instituiben1969) at 65-104; Robert R. Nether Associates, Inc.,
An Evaluation of Selected OEO Economic Development Projects
and Suggested Evaluation Methodology (OEO: March 1969) at 73-
94; report in Profiles of Participating Community Development
Corporations (Cambridge Institute, Sept. 1969) at 18-21 and
ichael Miles, "Black Cooperatives',' New Republic, Sept. 21,
1969, at 21-3.
130) The latter emphasis was encouraged by OEO, Zimmerman,
n op.cit., at 86-87,
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that of a representative democracy. The Board consistso~f
twenty members, two elected from each county, who meet twice
monthly. However, the business manager holds the real powqr in
the organization after an initial pei-iod in which everyone had to
131
play unstructured roles so the organization survived. The first
manager was able to exercise this power without too much intrusion
by the members, although he was eventually eliminated as the
organization became more viable politically and financially.
Attendance at the weekly meetings of the local members has been
132
smill, This conflict between a formally representative structure
and actual control by a small group of persons is central to any
discussion of the community developmeit concept,.It may be that any
group, regardless of its structure, will tend toward elitism in
the short run.
:n SWAFCA has been a fairly successful operation after a disastrous
first crop and attempts by local and state officials to undercut
133
the operation. In three years of operaton it has grown from
a marketing powetrof one millicn gavondJ of vegetables to four million
pounds to twAty-two to twenty-four million pounds with an increase
131) Id., at 86-7.
132) Nathan, at 83. In Crawfordsville Enterprises (Georgia) a
community controlled company tried to use funds foDrn social
services before the business had broken even. Id., at 109.
199) At one point Governor Lurleen Wallace vetoed a grant from CEO
but the director overode that veto. Much pressure was exerted
An Alabama congressmen by large processers in the area. See
Miles, supra notel129, at 22. In fall 1968 the Department
of Justicehad to intervene in a suit brought by the Mayor of
Selma, Alabama, charging SWAFCA with misappropriation of
federal funds.
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in earnings from $52,000 to $3 million. It has developed thit
efficiency largely through the aid of a $852,000 economic opportunity
loan administered through the Farmers' Home Administration, grants
135
from OEO and EDA, and technical assistance from a number of co-
operative leagues. It is approximately at the stage where it can
generate its own resources.
It is interesting to note that in this organization the
institution of authority and economic success made the participatory
scheme more democratic than it had been previously. This type of
mechanism seems to work better in runal areas than does the
community owned enterprise that is supposed to generate funds for
public services. Crawfordsville Industries, another rural cooperative,
indicates thetproblems of the pressures to providessuch services,
It tried to funnel resources to services before its furnitute, plant
136
was on its feet financially.
Because it so often crosses major political boundaries ir\a
sparsely populated area where it can have a real impact,- the rural
cooperative faces greater pulside political difficulties than will
134) The Profiles of Participating Development Corporations, at 20.
135) OEO has given SWAFCA two grants totalling $995,751. EDA
gave it an $85,333 technical assistance grant to focus on
non-agricultural economic enterprises,
136) See Nathan, supra note 132, at 95-126 (study of Crawfordsville,
Georgia Enterprises). A more favorable study of this ener-
prise is found in Norman Kurland, "The Crawfordsville Story,"
Columbia Forum, Fall 1968.
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itssurban counterpart. Yet at the same time it can often develop
a more effective solidarity among its members surrounding specific
goals, such as the marketing of crops. The initial crisis caused
by the large canners helped to bring the farmers of SWAFCA together
in a fashiion that might not otherwise have been possible.
137) Cf. efforts by the Black Muslims to buy farms in Alabama,
New York Times, Nov, 23, 1969, and March 22, 1970.
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IV. New Communities, Inc. (NCI) : The Commuunil Organization
New Communities, Inc. of Albany, Georgia, iz a. non-profit
corporation designed to buy large tracts of land aA tasc the
land back to settlers with 99 year leases. It is located in a
poor area. Forty-eight percent of the families have less than a
$3000 annual income. With the aid of a $98,000 grant from OEO
for planning and development and grants from the Methodint Beard of
Missions, the United Ciurch of Crist, the S~outhern Regional
Council, and the Rural Advanzement Fund of the National Shareholders
Fund the corporation has purchased 5735 acres of land in
southwest Georgia upon which farming has begun. The rest of the
money for the land was obtained from loans held by the Presbyterian
Economic Development Corporation, the Episcopal Ghetto Fund and
the National Sharecroppers Fund and an $800,000 mortgage held by
the Prudential Life Insurance Company. At present the corporation
is negotiating a large grant from CEO to lessen the amouift of its
indebtedness. Planning has begun for the property, inclmAing
three town clusters of 200 or more residences with an industrial
park, agriculetural area and anshopping center.
The goal of NCI is to establish new rural small towns to keep
rural residents from igrating It has borrowed both from the
Israeli leasehold system and the medievajfeudal system to provide
138) See McClaughry Associates, New Communities, Inc., Interim
Report May 1970; NCI, Application for Special Impact Grant,
(1969) and Charles gherrod, Proposal Summary--Rural New
Temms--RTna1 U S. Suth (April 1, 1970).
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the farmer with a lifetime lease that van be inherited. In addition,
the new town development will be controlled both by these farmers
and by other village residents.
It is difficult to evaluate an organization that has been operating
for. less than a year but the marrying of the new community and
community development corporation concepts may be the most signifi-
cant program to touch rural America U6r a long time. Poor black
families have participated in the initial planning process, although
the board is composed of both community leaders and representatives
of national educational and social organizations. Thus there is some
degree of control by outside edtites, probably a neeessity in order
to develop such a sophisticated consept.
At the moment finding is still a problem even though operations
have begun on the 5735 acres now owned. It is also too early to see
what the effect of a goal leading to community ownership of property
will have on 6ther local citizens. SWAFCA had a great deal of
trouble with its old American concept of the farming cooperative.
NCI may hM more trouble with its "communistic" structure. The
latter may also cause funding problems at the federal level although
this result is not clear ybt.
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V. FIGHTON, Inc., Rochester, INew York: The Seeking of Political
139
Power (Alinsky Model)
FIGHTON, Inc., in Rochester, New York, is a for profit corpor-
140
ation, 100% owned by FIGHT , a militant black organization
formed with the aid of Saul Alinsky's Industrial Areas Foundation
after the riots of the aummer of 1964. FIGHT is a broadly based
organization built from 105 to 125 affiliated organizations who
could claim the membership of three-quarters of the black
141
community.
The organization still works on a representation basis with
local groups, such as churches or the Black Panthers, selecting
voting delegates to the annual convention that selots officers.
139) The basic source material on FIGHTON, Inc, is Urich, supra
note 109, at 43-6; The Community Developmeti Corporation--
Poblems and Prospects asthe Practitioners See Them (Center
for Community Development: Oct. 1969); Ericson, supra note
T at 112-155; S. Prakash Sethi, Business Corporations ald
the Black MAn: An Analysis of Social Conflict: The Kodak-
FIGHT COntroversy (Chandler Publishing Co. : 1970).
140) FIGHT is an acronym for Freedon, Independence, God, Honor,
Today! Independence was originally Integration. Sethi,
op. cit., at 80-1.
141) Ericson, supra note W , at 115 cl-ting James Ridgway, "Attack
on Kodak,' New Republic (Jan. 14,91967). Minister Franklin
Florence, former head of FIGHT, has claimed XXX the membership
of 153 organizations. Community Self-Determination
Symposiym, Washington, D,C,, Dec. 1968 at 14. Oppoments
claimed that the organization had only 300 active supporters.
Sethi, supra note 139, at 22.
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At the 1969 convention five percent of the black comiiunity (2,250
persons) served as voting deleg&tes which would seem to indicuate
142
its broad-based viability. FIGHTON, Inc., has the same braod
143
representation as its common stock is owned entirely by FUGHT.
0FGHT's creation came in confrontation, a necessary condition
for the development of a community organIzation tfol1ovwing the
144
Alinsky Model, Its confrontation with the business community of
Rochester is a classic example of the forces at work in the develop-
ment of community development corporations; the changes of notions
of economic power that develop over the course BE such a conflict
and the impact of forms of political mechanisms,
In late 1966 EIGHT approached the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester's largest employer, with a proposal to establish a
training and hiring program for 500-600 blacks. FIGHT wanted to
ruAhe training program itself and Kodak signed an agreement to
that effect which it later repudiated claiming that it must train
its own help and could not guarantee a set number of positions.
142) Bernard R. Gifford, Chairman of both FIGHT and FIGHTON, Inc.,
cited in Practitonersy supra note 139, at 23-4, Each orgari-
zation selescts fifteen voting delegates. Id., at 1. The
board of fifteen is compose d of eight FIGHT offivers, several
church and businessmen. Ericson, supra note ' , at 149,
143) An employee stock plan is now being prepared but this would
not affect the classification of the organization as a
representative democracy.,It would onl limit its scope from
that of the entire black community to The employees of thh firm.
144) See Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals (University of
Chicago Press: 1946). The best account of this controversy
which led to the founding of FIGHTON, Inc, y is found in
Sethi, supra note 139, at 16-48.
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After a vocal campaign against Kodak FIGHT agreed to let Kodak run
the triining program itself in return for recogition as the
spokesman "in behalf of the basic needs and aspirations of the
145
Negro poor in the Rochester area,"
* At this point negotiations began with Kodak and other
community leaders for a program to aid inner city businessmen,
which led to the establishment of the Rochester Business
Opportunites Corporation (RBOC). FIGHT was most concerned with
establishing a large black owned business that would both aid its
political visibility and serve as a tdue generator of income.
146
After initially being rebuffed by Kodak , an agreement was
signes with the Xerox Corporation to establish a plant to produce
electrical transformers, metal stampings and power supplies under
a sheltered market arrangement in which Xeroc would purchase
e$00,000 worth of FIGHTON's output for its first two yeats and
provide technical assistance to the plant. RBOC purchased a
plant site for this project,rremodeled it and leased it to FIGHTON
for twenty years.
The establishment of RBOC illustrates the conflicts in a
tandem arrangemant between a community organization and
established business firms. As Bernard GIfford of RIGHTON aptly
described it, RBOC "got Kodak off the hook in terms of dealing
145) Cf. Northwestern University School of Business, Case Study
#ICH12H68, Eastman Kodak and FIGHT (1968), cited in Ericson,
supra note ' , at 119.
146) Kodak wanted small businesses to be developed while FIGHT
held out for a large scale enterprise. Sethi, supra note
139, at 42.
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directly with FIGHT." Only eight of the twenty-eight trustees
were black and they were chosen by white business leaders as
represettve of the black business community. Representation
14 ,
from FIGHT was specifically excluded. Though FIGHT accepted
soie aid from RBOC for the establishment of FIGHTON, Inc.r it
publicly stated its disapproval of the organization. While this
lack of coordination has not hampered the initial work of the
Business Opportinities Corporation it could create a major
battle when FIGHTON begins to show some economic success, At
the moment that corporation expects to reach a figure of $1.2
million this year and is working on expanding its operations to
include a $1.2 rillion shopping center and a $3 million Section
149
236 housing development. The sales goal is the break
even point for the operation beyond the guaranteed market
150
arrangement with Xerox. FIGHTON has been fortunate to
be able to have the training center for sixty of its one
hundred employees subsidized by a $444,677 manpower contract
151
with the Department of Labor.
Thus we are dealing with a political organization which has
developed a strategy for the use of resources generated by economic
14$) Ericson, supra note 8 , at 128-9.
14) Practitioners, supra note 139, at 20. This statement is contrary
to the Fulsom Report of RBOC done for the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., Urban Action
CleariggF~ouse, Rochester Business Opportunities Corporation
(Case Study No. 60 Washington 1968.
149) Urich, supra note 11E9, at 46.
150) Ericson, supra note 9 , at 146.
151) Urich, supra note 109, at 46.
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developnent. While the specifics of how profits when generated
will be used have yet to be spelled out it is certain that they
will be divided between social services and funds for more
152
community controlled economic enterprises; after an initial
strategy aimed at job training and a secondary stage of aid to
minority entrepreneurs. The critical question of the dividion of
resources between the funding of social services and the expansion
of business enterprises will be a difficult one to make. At the
moment FIGHTON is still in the initial stage of organization.
While it has yet to break even financially it has been well taken
care of through its grant from the Department of Labor and its
guaranteed market agreement @ith Xerox. As an organization depending
on support from a broQd range of Rochester's black community it is
likely to be more vulnerable to attack for not reaching results
quickly than the large institutions from the outside such as the
152
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation. The demand for
immediate social services will be much greater, though the novelty
of owning stock in the enterprise where one works my survive for
a while. More will be expected of a political organization
because it will have promised not only economic suecess but also
social success.
152) "The profits generated from the business will be utilized
building houses, hiring more community organizers, things
IliIAkiththat," Bernard R. Gifford, in Practitioners, supra note
%J 139, at 5.
153) Though such outside corporations are also likely to be
picketed by militants the feeling of betrayal is not so great.
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VI. Atbina Corporation (Portland, Oregon): The Shareholder liodel
154
to Individual Economic Power
The Albina Corporation in Portland, Oregon was initiated in 1967
by Linus NIedermeyer, a Portland businessman influenced by reports
155
of the Watts Manufacturing Company and by the Portlindd 4Ati-
poverty agency, the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee.
It is a for profit corporation established as a demonstratian of
the Kelso Plan, a complicated corporate scheme by which the
voting stock of a firm is held by a non-profit employee deferred-
156
compensation trust on behalf of the employees of the corporation.
154) See Urich, supra note 109, at 17P23; Norman Kurland, Statement
Regarding the Proposed Community Self-Determination Act Before
the Commnhity Self-Deterination Steering Committee, Washington,
D.C., April 17, .969.
155) See Louis A. Kelso and PatriciA Hatter, Two Factor Theory:
The Econmmics of Reality, or, How to Turn Eighty Million
Workers intoCapitalists on Borrowed Money (Random House: 1968),
156) The Watts Maamufacturing Company was established in 1966 as a
wholly owned subdidiary of the Aerojet General Corporation who
put up the initial capital of $1.3 million to support 438
workers in the manufacture of woodwork and metalwork from
n Aerojet Geheral itself. Eventually employees were to purchase
the plant. However in May 1970 having invested $1.8 million
and lost a reported $50,000 after taxes Aerojet General sold
the company to the Chase Capital Corporation, a branch of the
Chase Manhattan Bank. Chase out up only $430,000 in equity
to pay the remainder over ten years, 3,6 million shares (80%
of the equity) was put into an irrevocable escrow account for
purchase by the company's employees over a seven year period
Watts Manufacturing had shown a profit of 85 in 1969
$32,000 on $1 million of business (75% with federal governtmeht).
Thus the company, one of the few other attempts at employee
membership, is in a stronger financial position through its
best produt is COOLID, a container designed to keep
salad crisp, hardly an earhshaking commodity. Yet the other
highly publicized venture into employee ownership, EGIC, Inc.,
in Roxbury, Mass, failed in 1969 after losing $500,000 in
two years. See Watts Manufacturing CO., Case Study of an New
Plant in anGhetto Area (June 1968); Business Week May 9,1970
at 24-5; Business and Society, May 1970, at 5.
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The Albina Investment Trust divests itsstock to the employees accod'ding
to a formula which will place control of the corporation completely
157
in the hands of the employees at : the end of ten years. Each
employee is guaranteed stock equal to fffteen percent of his annual
salary. The board of the Investment Trust consists of four
representatives of the local War on Poverty group, three area
residents, selected by local organizations, and three outside
persons selected by the management of the corporation. Thus while
the end result is democratic ownership by the employees themselves
they have little to sg.y in the initial process of the divestment
of stock.
The Albina Corporation has not been a tremendous success in its
first two years of operation in the area of metal and fiberglass
fabrication and assembly, It has yet to break even on its
158
operations and only employs sixty persons. However, it has
overdome initial management problems and secured a large contract
from the U.S. Ar for the production of shipping and storage
cosntainers. In addition it has recbived $1, 086, 545 in grants
from 0E6, techniual assistance from the S6Aoin the fori of a guarahtee
for a bank loan, a feasibility study for the construction of
fiberglass boats from EDA and a job training coontract from the
157) The precise formula calls for 30" divestment after 1 th
years and an additional 10' each year until the process is
completed,
158) A final statement for April 1970 showed that the enterprise
had cash on hand of $47,495 and total net assets of minus
$58,000,
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Department of Labor. In addition, it has sold $25,000 worth'of
159
non-votin' stock to begin the divestment program during the
third year though it has ye:b to show any signs of financial success,
Albina has the support of the anti=poverty agencies of Portland
as' can be seen by the composition of the board. Despite its
efforts at training and employee ownership it has yet to nove
beyond the initial base, However, as with other organizations
that are seeking to develop a program of shareholder control for
community businesses it is still too early to accurately assess
the possibilties. If and when a Kelso program of stock divestment
is officially initiatedas the goal of individual economic power
(money to shareholder) is likely to &onflict with the aims of the
anti-poverty groups to develop social services in the area. This
type of conflict will probably occur in every case in which there
is no mechanism demanding that economic resourced be spent for
social services. Yet the Kelso model of individual achievement
represents a different model for the developmeit of social
services than does that whki. sees social sefvices dispensed
through a community organization and one which is lessltikely
to provoke opposition from the large majority of thesewho hold
political control of the larger society,
1593T-Urich, supra note 109, at 20-21.
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VII. United Durham, Inc.: The 6ommunity Self-Determination Act Model
United Durham, Inc. (UDI) in Durham, North Carolina, #(e& for
profit corporation that grew out of the statewide Foundation for
Community Development(FCD), a private corporation spun off by the'
North Carolina Fund, onw of the most effective private anti-poverty
programs in the early 1960s. FCD was originally created in 1967
as a non-profit corporation interested in community organizing
toward economic dvelopment, mainly along the traditional lines of
a local buying club (the United Organizations for Community
Improvement--UCCI--in Durham) and credit union, In 1969 United
Durham, Inc. was founded to run a series of supermarkets that the
buying club wished to operate. United Durham received a Special
Impact grant of $900,000 from OEO and $60,000 from EDA for
administrative and planning expenses. In addition, $40,000 was
raised through the sale of stock at $5 a share.
The formal structure of UDI closely parallels the classic
model of the community developient corporation. Its Class A voting
stock can be sold only to community residents who elect two-thirds
of the UDI Board. The other third of the board is eledted by outside
investors. At the moment FCD is buying this class B stock and turning
it over to a community investment trust that will hold the stock
and use and dividends for social servicea, Since FCD hasL51' of
160) The best sources on UDI are Urich, supra note 109, at 108-112;
UDI, Application for OEO SPecial Impact Grant (dated Dec. 18,
1968).
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its membership from the Poor Peoples' Corporation, an elected anti-
poverty agency, the class B stock is also effectively controlled by
161
local residents. In the interim ppriod before thestock struc ture
is fully implemented the Board of UDI is composed of local business
and community leaders. This structure of a shareholder democracy
with a trust to distribute resources to the residents for social
services is that basically proposed by the Community Self-Determination
Act.
While its supermarkets are still in the pre-construction stage
and thus it is impossible to give ary real progress repirt on the
organization with regard to economic development its adventures in
getting funded are pertinent to show the problems with which a
classic CDC will be faced, UDI has not received more than $40,000
of its Special Impact grant which was announced over a year ago,
OEO wanted to keep close watch on its activities and was not too
happy with toial community control. Thus its total assets are no
162
more than $83,600, one-half of that raised from stock contributions.
It has been alost impossible to bell more stock without the OE0
funding necessary to begin the supermarket projeft.
In additi6n, the stated purposes of UDI well illustrate the
conflict between industries that are profitable and those that
161) A detailed version of this comitpicated system of neighborhood
corporations who elect representatives to the Poor Peoples'
Corporation is found in the OEO SPecial Impact grant
application, at 10-12.
162) Report by Black kesearch Center to the Center for Community
Development. March 1970,
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allow for hiring of appreciable numbers of people with low work
skills. Both of these objects were ir\the original purpose of
163
UDI. If the operation begins running effectively, some compro-
mise will have to be reached if large amounts of funds are to be
spent on social services. Supermarkers are not a capital
inteinsive ind.stry.
163) OEO Special Impact grant application, at 2-3.
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VIII. Watts Labor Comunity ActionCCommittee: Union Democracy
164
As A Model
The Watts Labor Community Action Committee (WLCAC) Is a non-profit
corporation that represents an effort to bring the union model for
organizing into a ghettos community. It can be differentiated
from FIGHTON, Inc. which developedunder similar conditions in
that the board of the Committee is elected by its membership consisting
165
of one-half of the residents of the area and it places its main
emphasis on the development of community owned businesses and job
166
training programs. This emphasiS on individual development
through the use of community resources is an intermediate step
between the emphasis on individual development stressed by the Albina
Corporation and the smphasis on commuility development found in
the United Durham, Inc.
Part of this difference in emphasis can be piAced upon the
period in which the Committee was fnganized. WLCAC was founded in
164) See especially WattsLabor Community Action Committee, 1969
Report; Watts Labor Community Action Committee, Application
to OO for Watts Labor COnsumer ProJect (June 1967);
Ted Watkins, Watts Labor Community Action Committee 196
Report; Rhea Wilson, supra note , at 34-37; Nate Bethun,
Watts Labor Community Action Committee: A Prototype of
Community Change (unpublished 1970) and Irich, supra note
109, at 113-118.
165) Of the 40,000 voting age residents of the greater Watts area
50% turned out in 1969 to bote for the board. . SeeNate
Bethun, o t. at 3
166) The statedgoal of WLCAC is "the develooment and utiliazation
of community resources by community residents in meeting
their own needs, and thelinking of service to others with
rewards of gainful employment and community participation "
Ted Watkins, NLCAC 1967 Report, at 10.
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March 1965, shortly before the Watts riots, by a group of labor
unionists led by Ted Watkins, an official of the United Auto Workers
Union. Its initial organizing projeact was an effort to get a bond
issue for a new hospital on the ballot, It was hoped that the hos-
169
pital would supply a large number of jobs for Watts residents.
When this effort failed the Committee began seeking both government
and foundation funds to finance its job training programs,
community owned businesses and service activities# The principal
emphasis was and has remained job training, perhaps because of the
empbasis likely to be derived from a background of union organizing
and from a knowledge of what were the easiest sources fo funds
168
to tap, Most of WLCAC's budget of $2 million for 1969 came
from the Deapartment of Labor to support the Community Conservation
Corps which has helped to train 4,000 youngsters between the ages
167) The Los Ang&lJes Board of Supervisors has agreed to build the
$24 million Martin Luther King General Hospital scheduled to
open this year, In addition, they pledged 140,000 hospital
jobs for Watts residents, a membership on the hospital's board
for WLCAC's chairman and an exclusive supply contract for
eggs and flowers from WLCAC businesses. Urich, supra note
168) 109, at 114.
168) The impetus for the project came partly from the UCLA
Institute of Industrial Relations. Unions, particularly
the UAW, have continued to contribute substantial sums to
the project They have also been helpful in suggesting
sources of funds at the Department of Labor. In 1969
unions paid $200,000 a year plus the salaries of k ey
union personnel assigned to the 6ommittee. It is only fair
to point out that in that tyear the Rockefeller Foundation
contributed $300,000 for the Urban Residential Educational
center. Mitchell Gordon, "Organizing Watts: Labor Aided
Enterprise Applies Union Expertise to Ghetto's Prpb;ems,"
Wall Street Journal, July 7, 1969, at 1, 8.
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of seven and twenty-one.169 In addition, &h Urban kesidential Edu-
cational Center has been opened forty miles from Watts to seve
both as a remedial high school and a vocational training center for
500 persons.
The emphasis on community owned enterprises has been secondary
to that of job training, though they have been tied together.
Businesses are developed with a regard both to the number of jobsa
created and to the need of the Watts community for a particular
170
product. Thus all of the businesses developed to date are
labor-intensive, They consist of an integrated network of a
171
produce farm, a poultry ranch and a xhain of supermarkets, and
two auto service stations and an auto repair center established
under the Neighborhood Youth Corps Program The auto setvice
172
stations show an annual profit of $50,000.
In addition, WLCAC has uded a grant from OEO to establish
a credit union and a consumer action project and a grant from HUD
to set up a bus service to carry workers to outlying factories.
It has also de-loped twenty vest pocket parks.
169) Id.
170) Cf. Guy T. Nunn, "It Worksh: The Community Union Idea Produces
Successful Results, Agenda (Jan-Feb 1968) at 8-16.
171) The first elite Supermarket is togopen this year.
172) Urich, supra note 109, at 117.
WLCAC then has opted for the short-term benefits of jobs at
the expense of sinking funds into capital-intensive enterprises
that might produce a large amount of income over a long time
173
horizonA The representativeness of its mechanism for redistributing
resources here reinforces the ideology brought from the labor
movementi Although several of its businesses are in the black it
is unclear when, if ever, it could remove its dependence on outside
funding sources, However, BiEIiike FIGHTON, Inc. 1j. which uses an
ideology based upon Saul Alinsky's special brand of union organizing
there is no important need for a large amount of funds so that
political action programs can be carried out free of the strings
attached by contributions. WLCAC has not attempted to fight the
establishment, except on the hospital issue,
Watkins emphasizes that the need to develop sis and a sense
of self-esteem must come before one can develop more amibitious
programs. In any case it is more difficult to develop a truly
long-range program under a pystem by qwhich leaders are elected
and must show visible results rather rapidly.
173) This emphasis on employment is also found in the other major
communityuunion projects in Newark and ast Los Angeles The
East Los Angeles Community Union began by operating a
mattress-making factory. However, to make ends meet it
has now received a $250,000 job training contract from HEW
Like these businesses operated by WLCAC mattress-making is
labor-intensive.
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IX. Zion Investment Associates, Inc. : The Shareholder Model and
174
the Charismatic Leader
Zion Investment Associates, Inc, of Philadelphia is the only
successful community development corporation to date largely
financed from the sale of shares to residents in the area being
served. Its founder, the Rev. Leon H. Sullivan of the Zion Baptist
Church, in 1962 initiated a "10-30" investment plan by which a
person invests $10 a month for thibJ-six months in return for
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one share of Zion Investment Associates. The funds so
generated are distributed 56% to for profit Zion Investment Associates
and 44% to the Zion Non-Profit Corporation founded to rec ve federal.
funds available only to non-profit corporations, especially in the
field of housing. Any profits from business subsidiaries of Zion
Investment are distributed 20% to the employees of the business,
40% for reinvestment and dividends and 40% to the Zion Non-Profit
176
Charitable Trust for community projects.
At present there are three major enterprises being operated
b the corporation but it has yet to generate any profits, Progress
174) This case study is taken generally from Ericson, supra note,
at 156-194; HLR, supra note 17, at 4562-67 (May 1970); L.
S'llivan, Build Brother Build (1969 ; Urich, supra note 109,
at 88-9a; Rhea Wilson, Supra note , at 16-19; and gobert
F, Goodrich Jr and Robert J. Sugarman, "Economic Development
in the Ghettos: Some Philadelphia Experiences," 25 Business
Lawyer 369, at 375-77 (Jan. 1970),
175) Stock was restricted to members 6f the church until 1968, At
present there are over 7000 shareholders. Each person is li-
mited to one share of stockg. Elmer Young, former manager of
Progress Plaza Shopping Center, in Practitoners, supra note
139, at 29.
176) By-Ihws of Zion Investment Associates, Inc.
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Plaza Shopping Center opened in late 1968, with seventeen businesses,
ten of them small black enterprises surroudded by seven larger white
stores, including a supermarket, Progress Aerospace Enterprises,
Inc.. was established with the aid of technical advice from General
Electric and a commitment from the company to purchase $2,575,000
of its output over the first eighteen months (to June 1970)..Progress
Garment Manufacturing Company, a maker of women's apparel, bagah
operations in December 1969, All of these industries have received
extensive aid in the form of technical advice and fifnancial
assistance for job training programs from both government and founda-
177
tion sources# They have served as a training ground for black
executives as well as for the hard-core unemployed.
In addition, the Zion Non-Profit Corporation in 1964 constructed
Zion Gardens, a 96 unit development under a 100% loan inder the
178
221 (d) (3) low income housing program. ie latter has also
received grants from OEO and a combined grant of $650,000 from SBA
179
and EDA Jto train developers of shopping centers in thirteen cities,
Most of the achievements of Zion Investment Associates, Inc,.
177) Progress Plaza was financed on only 30% equity when $1 million
of isfl,3 million loan from the First Pennsylvania Bank was
guaranteed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. In addition,
it received a Ford Foundation grant of $400,000 for the
training of black managers Progress Garment Manufacturing
has received equipment from Singer Corporation and management'
assistance and purchase contracts from the Villager Corporation.,
178) Initial funding was under a 90% loan later refinanced by
FHA, HLR, supra note 17, at 1565
179) Rev, Sullivan has establihhed a new organization, the National
Progress Association for Economic Development, to carry out
this project,
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can be attributed to the leadership qualities of the Reverend
Sullivan. His emphasis is upon melf-help rather than upon
community control or separatism. His strongest belief is that
blacks must share with whi+es in the fruits of the economic system
180
of free enterprise, This emphasis has aided him in seeking
help from banks and business firms. Given his sttrong control over
his church which still represents a large majority of the shareholders
of Zion Investment it is unlikely tha4he will be challenged on this
view in the near future. Thus gev, Sullivan has much more freedom
to act than those leaders who are committed toffinding funds for
social services in the near future,
His twin emphasis on job training (through the Opportunities
Industrial Center which he founded in 1964) and community
controlled edi*rprises allows him to seek federal aid from almost
all available sources to supplement his strong community financial
base, His effective control over the enterprise allows him the
freedom to experiment of a manager of a large modern corporation.
Such freedom is probably necessary for the initial building up
of economic resources but raises the problem of providing for a
shareholder voice when enough profits are generated to be disbursed
180) He has said "I believe that the free enterprise system is the
greatest system for the economic good of mankind ever to have
been devised in the history of the world. Ay major concern
is that, instead of colored Americans just getting some of
the crumbs from the systep, we, like white Americans, will
also galseoget some of the bread " L. Sullivan, "Blild Brother
Build," The Rotaric Magazine, March 1968, Even given the
source of this quotation the emphasi is unmistakable.
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either for dividends or reinvestment The established ratio for
the distribution of profits In the by-laws at least provides a
beginning point which most other community copporations do not
have,
CHAPTER IV:
DISCUSSION OF CASE STUDIES
OUr hypotheses concerning the relationship between the political
process used to distribute resources, the economic plan used to
generatee resources and the ultimate goal of the community develop-
ment corporation involved six basic areas--participation v.efficiEfcy,
relationship of goals and participation, relation of goals and
economic strategies, funding as an intervening variable, the role
of leadership and the role of the movement toward black separatism.
A. Participation v. EfficiencY
In its purest form the agrument with regard to the trade-offs
between type of participation and efficiency is that business
enterprises that are to be highly successful in a post-industrial
society are capital-intensive, requiring a massive input of capital
at the beginning of its operation with income from the aperation
deferred for a number of years. Decisions for -thi& type of resoute
allocation are unlikely to be made in a democracy, for people
are generally unwilling to put off gains today in the hope of
greater gains tomorrow. This proposition is especially held to be
true for low income communiities, such as those to be served by
community development corporations, Such communiities would be
isberlik&lystoesuppottsbusinesses which would be labor-intensive
and thus supply them with a job immediately.
Our study upholds this conclusion at the extremes but points
to some intervening factors that must be considered in assessing
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any specific type of CDC, The Bedford-Stuyvesant Restorition Corp-
oration has been successful in getting IBM, one of the premium
space age industries, to locate a subsidiary in its area. The
Hough Area Redevelopment Corporation has established a rubber-molding
plant and a commercial-housing plaza. The Albina Corporation of
Portland, Oregon, which is presently controlled by an Investment Trust
though its stock is eventually to be sold to the employees, has begun
operations with a metal and fiberglass fabrication plant. At the
other extreme, the East Central Citizens Organization (ECCO) of
Columbus, Ohio, has had problems in moving ahead with its plans for
a development corporation that thas been projected to build modular
housing. The staff of the corporation are afraid of interference
from the General Assembly of residents who have relied on the
corporation for jobs. A chnage of emphasis that led to a
rationing of resources for social services would be likely to meet
with resistance. The Watts Labor Community Axtion Committee,
which is run by a board elected by the residtents of the Watts
area, has concentrated on job training programs and the establishment
of labor-intensive businesses, suuh as a produce farm, a poultry
ranch, a chain of supermarkets, auto service stations and an auto
repair center. A representative democracy with a strong leadership
and an orientation toward community control of businesses, sich as
Zion Investment Associates, can meet the pressures both for jobs and
efficiency by establishing both a space age industry and a women's
apparel factory.
These conclusions with regard to the relationship between elites
and capital-intensive industries or long range economic plans &Be
undercut by the inflyence of the ultimate goal of the corporation
upon economic strategy, An elite is unlikely to be worried about
a lack of participation in its decision-making processes and thus
unlikely to be interested in establishing the community owned
businesses that generate revenues for the community as a whole.
Capital-intensive enterprises established by outside firms will
provide only income and jobs to individuals, not capital to the
community, Most of the multiplier effects of an expansion such
as that of IM will be felt outside of Bedford-Stuyvesant, It has
been estimated that while IBM was creating 500 jobs there it was
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creating 3000 jobs elsewhere in the New York Metropolitan Area.
Thus the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Copporation has concentrated
on programs of aid tcinority entrepreneurs and housing constructipn
and rehabilitation which would utilize firms already established
in the area, The tension between long range growth and short range
jobs and income is affected as much by the goals of the organization
as by its type of political participation.
Of course, the economic strategy implied may have a great deal
of influence upon the type of political mechanism establihhed also,
In a rural cooperative, such as the Southwest Alabama Farmers Coop-
erative Association of Selma, Alalbama, the traditional form of
marketing operation is a joining together of farmers who receive
their profits on an individual basis The form does not apply yield
181) Paul and Linda Davidoff and Neil N. Gold, "Suburban Actiont'
Advocate Planning For an Open Society," 36 J, Of Am. Inst.
of Planners 12, at 15 (Jan 1970),
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an elitifttform of government, althoug an outside influence may
change this orientation. For example, SWAFCA put a souial services
program into its proposed plan of operation after it was suggested
by OEO in the course of discussions about funding. This type of
change affected by the source of funds will be discussed at length
below when the importance of the source of funds as an intervening
variable is considered , More generally, the classic form of the
6ommunity development corporation spelled out in the COmmunity
Self-DetermiInation Act considers community control ff businesses
the proper form of economic strategy which makes mandatory a
political mechanism controlled by shareholders at least in a
formal sense, Thus the Act seems to prefer a representative
democracy,
This ideology aspoused by the Community Self-Determination Act
also presents another side of the question of participation v, eff-
ciency which is closely tied to that of the type of businesses which
are established, The Act presumes that the corporation will
distribute it least a part of its funds for social services. This
pressure is felt most acutely by those CDCs, such as United Durham,
Inc ., of Durham, North Carolina, which are modelled to a great
extent upon the Act. A charitable fund is established tos be used
for the distribution of social services The pressure is particularly
great when the parent organization of the community development
corporation has been a social service agency as was true in the
case of United Durham, Inc, ECCO also demonstrates the problem in
its efforts to move form a social service oriented organization to
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one that attempts to get some income from cormunity-owvmed
businesses. The classic example of this type of dilemma is the
Crawfordsville Enterprises of Georgia, a textile manufacturing
employee-owned and operated corporation, that had great
financial difficulties, partly because it tried to funnel funds into
its social service activities before its business venture was
operating efficiently, The Watts Labor Community Action Committee
may find a similar problem when its money for social sefvices from
OEO and a HUD-financed transportation grant are replaced by income
generated by ozmunity-owed enterprises. The emphasis of labor
unions upon services as well as jobs will be an important pressure.
A conclusion can be drawn that all of the organizations that
developed out of the anti=poverty agencies of the middle 1960s when
large amounts of funds were promised for socialssefvices will find
similar pr oblems.
When one looks at the practical effects of the dichotaily between
participation and efficinbhoy at this stage in the de/lopment corpora-
tions it is difficult t6 draw any clear cut conclusions, On the
one hand, none of the oper&ttonare yet making profits, whether
they be capital intensive enterprises or labor intensive enterprises..
Thus it can probably be said that the most significant achievements
have been made in the field of job training and aid to minority
entrepreneurs, Since elitist corporation's have tended to operate
in those areas they can show the greatest achievement qThe Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation has the largest program of aid
to minority businessmen. However, the Watts Ldbor Community Action
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Committee has probably done the best job of job training. For
these types of activitied it is diffidult to generalize what type
of political mechanism is best.
On a second level the degree of participption actually found
ih any of these CDCs is rather small. The WLCAC claims the
membership of overone-half of the voting age population of its
turf. FIGHTON, Inc of Rochester is completely owned by the FIGHT
organization, which Saul Alinsky helped to establish, and which
c44nms membership of organizations representing two-thirds of
the population of the Rochester black community, ECCO claims the
membership of one-third of its resident population but only a
small percentage of these persons show up for General Assembly
meetisngs, In the beginnings of its operations ECCO had enthysiastic
support which has now dwindled as the novelty wore off and few
new projects were founded. FIGHT mobilized its membership at the
time of its confrontation with Kodak but now relies more on the
leadership of the organizations that make up its constituent
membership, United Durham, Inc, and Albina Corporation, thgh they
have elaborate blueprints for control by area residents and
employees of the corporation respectively have barely begun to
touch their potential membership base,
Thus to some degree even organizations such as FIGHT and ECCO
have been able to operate free from the theoretieal constraints of
a pure democracy or representative democracy, Though such a
situation is a common occurrence in othnr democratic institutions
and has led to major works in political science on the ruling class
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and the community elite its effect is greater among.low income
persons with little education and sense of efficiency that their
officers can achieve any of the goals of the organization. Thus at
this point it is often difficult to differentiate in practical
terms between those organizations that are pure democracies or
representative democstacies and those organizations run by elites,.
This point will be discussed again when Ve consider the importance
of leadership in the CDC,
The debate of participation v. efficiency is a real consideration
inddiscussing types of community development corporations and the
relationship between a political mechanism and economic goals and
staategies, Yet it is cross cut by the considerations of the
practical exigencies of participation, the ultimate goal of the
organization and the difficulty of predicting results at such an
early date in the history of CDCs,
B. Type of Participation and Goals
The relationship between type of participation and goals is a
tangled one which is difficult 4b differentiate from that of the
relatinhship between goals and economiccplans. The hypothesis that
a pure democracy would have a goal leading to benefits for indivi-
duals eeems to have been borne out by the experiences of ECCO.
However, New Communities, Inc, will emphasize communal economic
power, although it tls too early to see what the goal will be in
practice. The basic distinction appears to be wthat between a
goal benfiting the community and one benefiting the individual.
The distinction between political and economic power as a goal does
not appear to be a sig-nifiv
not appear to be a significant one when discussing this relationship
Perhaps this is because organizations whose ultimate goal is polit-
ical, such as FIGHTON, Inc , are using an intermediary goal of
economic powet while an organization such as United Durahm, Inc ,
must use political means to get its grant money to achieve its goal
of economic power. In addition, it is likely that an organization
whose present aim is economic powet may seek to use political
means to protedt its resoutces, A political approach of confronta-
tion with the outside world'may be necessary for United Durham,
Inc to draw its community together so that an effective decision
can be made regarding the distribution of its own resources The
Kodak cosntroversy provided FIGHT with a strategy for economic
development, a decision of how ro best use its resources In
addition, political and economic goals are so joined In the
Community Development Corporation concept that they cannot be effec-
tively separated out, at least where an organization has not been
in operation for an extended period
The more fruitful distinction appears to be that between the
community and the individual, though even here qualificationa need
to be made largely based on whethbr the ultimate goal is some type
of integrationinto the larger society or form of separatism.
Representative democracies are more likely to favor a goal of
community power, regardless of the economic strategy used though
therlatter t9ranstrong influence The classic example is the
shareholder democracy of United Durham, Inc Yet there ai& all
kinds of intermediate models to be considered Albina Corporation
hopes in theory to aid its individual shareholders. In practice,
it will undoubtedly fel the pressure to operate some social servicesS
Zion Investment Associates appears caught between an immediate goal
of community power and a longer range emphasis on self-determination'
for the individual. WLCAC appeats caught in a different type of
dilemma, It seeks to ind jobs for its resident-members while
seeking to create a long-term community of Watts, All of these
variations appear to play upon the distinction between a .ong term
goal of integration and one of community power, though this
dichotomy is not the simple choice between development within +ha
society as a whole and that within the ghetto community that is
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usually expressed. Gain within the ghetto community itself can
be oriented toward the individual, as in the Albina Corporation,
or toward community development, as in United Durham, Inc,
Elite corporations studied favored programs aiding individuals
as was hypothesized, The Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corpotation
stressed individual economic powek through job training and aid to
businessmen. However, the new trend toward community control affected
even that corporation which is now taking equity positions in
businesses that are created, The Hough Area Development Corporation
in Cleveland mentioned briefly has moved in the directionof establishing
community-owned businesses to be divested to residents and
employees. The thrust a# elitist control is partly swayed by the
183
availability of funds,
18?) Cf National Advisory Commissionon Civil Disorders, Report
(1968), at 401Q407,
183) Cf Urich, supra note 109, at 59-60.
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C, Economic Strategies and Goals
In theoretical terms it is difficult to distinguish between
economic strategies and goals, Thus the community control of
economic enterprises is likely to be related to a goal of community
economic or political power, as in United Durham, Inc. or FIGHTON,
Inc. Yet the large number of strains of political and economic
theory that come together in the community development corporation
concept make this type of generalization hazardous. We have seen
that Zion Investment Associates in Philadelphia with Rev. Sullivan's
philosophy of self-determination and Albina Corporation in Portland
which hopes to make all of its employees capitalists uSe the '
resourceCs of a community for developing income for the individual.
While the latter example may be seen as merely a method of resource
allocation among emplyee-owners it is more likely in practice
to have greater community representation than merely employees
through the sale of non-voting stock to the community residents.
ECCO will use the resources of its development corporation to
finance benefits for individuals in order that they may become
productive members of the greater society.
Perhaps thlt strain is best seen in the light of the views
of the society at large toward funding. Organization such as
Zion Investment which stress individual initiative are more likely
to receive funds than those like United Durham, Inc. which have a
unity of goals and strategies--community control of businesses
and community economic power as a goal. The funding problems that
UDI has faced with OEO illudtrate this point.
On a larger level the problem is the strain between community
powet and the traditional American value of individualsm Rev
Sullivan is seeking to foloow this value while at the same time
realizing the need for community controlled businesses to effectively
get enough resources to carry out community-wide programs
The hypothesis that a goal of individual benefit would lead to
the less efficient operatio n of a communtty owned business has not
shown up in practice, probably because none of the operationsakre
self-sufficient, with resources to be distributed. In fact, Zion
Investment runs somefof the most efficient enterprises. Yet this
may be the special case of the strong leader who can impose his
will upon an enterpride.
The relationship between a goal of economic power and onw of
political power is also difficult to substantiate from tne cases
studied It had been hypothesized that an organization with a
goal of' community economic power would be more likegy to run a
capital-intensive business than would an organization with a goal
of community political power, Howeve, FIGHTON, Inc with a goal
of community political power runs a transformer plant while United
Durham, Inc, with a goal of community economic power is operating
a highly labor-intensive string of supermarkets. Neither could
a relationship betwstablished on this ground between ECCO with a goal
of individual political power and Albina Corporation with a goal of
individual economic power
Thus the re~ationship betwwen economic strategies and goals is
a close one but one which is cut across by the community-individual
distinction.
D. Sourced of Funds
These case studies illustrate the ways in which available
sourves of funding have influenced types of participation and the
goals and strategies of community development corporations, With
regard to types of politicalqparticipation there ate two major
influences. The first is the degree of control that government
agencies place upon grants, even those for programs emphasizing
community control, ECCO has had tight controls placed upon the
funds it receives from OEO, On the other hand, the Bedford-Stuyuesant
Restoration Corporation has been better able to negotiate for funds
with a minimum of monitoring. This distinction, however, may have
more to do with the size of the operation than any distinction
between the pure democracy and the elite per se. Large scale programs
are at present more likely to be run by elites thAhneithek pure
or representative democracies, Thus the Special Impact program
grant to the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation is less
likely to be closely monitored thalthat to the fledgling United
Durham, Inc. An enterprise like Zion Ivestment has had less
trouble with the federal government than has ECCO. It is difficult
to tell which way the distinction really runs. Are elites less
bothered by government funding sources because they run large scale
operations or are elites running large scale operations because
they have more jvailable funding sources? These two concepts are
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so intertwined that it is difficult to separate them until we have
a program of large scale aid to community controlled businesses,
most of which are representative or pure democracies, At the moment
the I4ESBIC program and the Nixon black capitalism program indicate
that this result is not likely in the near future.-
The second influence upon political participation is that
exercised by the main proevate funding sources, foundations andi
large corporations. Such organizations would prefer to deal with
elites who can establish priorities, thus the enormous amounts
of aid from the Ford and Astor Foundations to Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoratior+orpotation as -opposed to ECCO, which received its
initial funding form the maverick Stern Foundation. The type of
economic plan is also relevant inliscussing this type of aid.
Ford has also helped the Job training projects of the Watts Igbor
Community Action Committee,
The degree to which questions of political participation and
economic plans are intertwined in discussing sources of funds leads
to a discussion of the economic plans themselves. There are several
clearcut examples of the ninfluence of sources of funding upon the
type of economic plan developed by a CDC. The Inner-City Business
Improvement Forum, Detroit's equivalent of the Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restroation 6orporation, began with a strategy of giving only loans
to minority owned businesses,. Its chairman Walter McMurty originally
stnessed that his organizationwuald take no equity positions in the
businesses that it aided, However, his attitude changed when he
began negotiatirng for an OEO Special Impact grant, Now the Forum
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will control businesses it aids until they are established economi-
184
cally. Ibss dramatically, the sources of funds available shifts
or makes diffuse economic plans. Albina Cirporation which stressed
employee coontrol of an enterprise and theinternal generation of
capital has won several manpower trainig contracts from the Department
of Labor to help residents who will not be employed by the corpora-
tion. The Southwest Alabama Farmers Cooperative Association began
with only a program of marketing produce, Under the urging of OEO,
it is now expecting to use profits to ran social service programs
such as adult literacy and health groups,
This diffusion of plans and the disparate nature of federal
aids ranging from manpower contracts to aid to minority entrepreneurs
to the community wide programs of Model Cities has led both to the
adoption of coherent economic strategies and to the stretching of
priorites. Rev. Leon Sullivan of Zion Investment Associates has
used manpoweffunds to the Opportunities Industrialization Canter
to train men to work in his community-wwned enterprises, On the
other hand, the WattsLLabor Cgmmunity Action Committee is presently
trying to run not only a laboItraining program and some community
owned businesses but a high school and a bus service. The dangers
of falling victim to a kind of opportunism are all too apparent,
especially for those pure and representative democracies that find
it more difficult to raise funds as discussed above.
184) See Ericson, supra not 8, at 203 as compared with HER ,upra
note 17, at 1573 n 62.
Opportunism in seeking funds can not only diffuse present stra-
tegies but lead to a chhnge in economic strategies. Both FIGHTON,
Inc ,and the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation, though
different in almost every way, began with an emphasis on job
training, They then moved throug stages that can be loosely
characterized as aid to minority entrepreneurs and then to some
emphasis on community control of businesses under the influence
of the OEO Special Impact program in the case of
Bedford-Stuyvesant, FIGHTON's change of emphasis illustrates also
the role of the prevailing ideology in government and intellectual
circles upon types of ail In a sease, it was able to create its
own emphasis upon community control in its confrontation with
Eastman Kodak and in its sh&tered market arrangement with Xerox.
Thus there is a complicated relationship betwee4deology, types
of government aid available and types of economic plans. Represent-
ative democracies, especially those like FIGHTON, Inc, that seek
political powet as a final goal, are involved in changing ideology
but while theqare in that process find it difficult to get funds
except through confrontation, Elites like Bedford-Stuyvesant are
more perfectly in tune with typed of aid now available and may
find it easy to change its economic plan to accomodatehew aid
sources. Given a political environment in which aid to community
controlled businesses seems not an optimistic possibility the
latter type of organization wuuld be more flexible,
This contradicts the notion that an elite would adhere to a
specific economic plan. Given that our sample is likiited to the
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Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation it still seems that elites
can better ckange their allocation of resources, Yet the Rev,.
Sullivan of Zion Investment Associates does illustrate tat a
representative democracy with a strong leadership may also be
able to achieve this goal of flexibility.
In addition, private sources of funds seem more likely to fund
job training programs and aid to individual entrepreneurs. The
Watts Labor Community Action Committee has received more funds from
foundations for its job training programstthdnahdstAlbina Corporation
for its non-voting or United Durham, Inc. for its classB shares which
elect only one-third of the board of directors.
Thus sources of funds are an important intervening variable
when looking at the interaction between political participation,
goals and economic strategies of a CDC, In some cases it has had
a direct impact on where the first grant was to come from. In others,
it played a more subItle role in the typess of organization leaders
and projects originally selecteds The notion of a self-perpetuating
board is seen most clearly as a means of adjusting to the will of
the government agencies and large business corporations that
were its main sources of funds. At the moment the emphasis is
away from community conttol of businesses and toward aid to indivi-
duals--job trainigg and aid to businessmen. This stress will have
an effect on newly developing CDCs, which are likely to develop
programs in the latter areas or seek new means, such as joint
ventures with big businessmenlt to achieve their ultimate aim of
community control of businesses,
E. Influence of Leadership
The role of leadership in the CDC is a factor cutting across
the reiltionship between a political mechanism and the development
of an economic strategy. It can dilute the traditional dichotomy
between participation and efficiency by shielding the business
operation from the pressures of its constitubnts, This is the
theory of a corporation as a business institution with manggers
who run the operation on a full-time basis, In addition, it can
make it easier for outside funding sources to deal with the organi-
zation.
It was hypothesized that as one moved away from the concept
of pure democracy onz wuuld find that part of the difference
in efficiency between CDCs would be the type of leader that had
evolved. Strong leadership would be difficult to develop in a
pure democracy because of the more immediate sanctions of
removal. ECCO in Columbus, Ohio, has not really developed a strong
leader but rather a group of leaders who sit on its Executive
Council, the body that runs the organization between meetings of
the General Assembly, The Sguthwest Alabama Farmers Cooperative
Association of Selma, Alabama, developed a formal leader to deal
with outside groups and to s''erve as a manager who was discarded
as soon as it was possible to do so whbnn the cooperative was
firmly established econoinically. Thus the leadership in a pure
democracy is precarious,
In a representative democracy the leader appears most
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strikingly, It is here that his influence can be greatest for he
must be the intermediary between his community and those funding
the corporation, He has a decisive role in determining both the
goal of the organization and the economic plan to be adopted, In
fact, he may be essential for the initiationcof such a venture,
Rev. Leon Sullivan of Zion Investment Associates in Philadelphia has
developed the community investment plan that started that organiza-
tion and the Opportunities Industrial Center (OIC) job training
program that has been closely tied to it, In addition, he was
able to persuade important businessmen to guarnatee laoans so
that his economic enterprises could be started, His philosophy
of self-help has differentiated Zion from those organizations
controlling community-baswd enterprises. The Rev, Sullivan also
illustrates the necessity of a powerful institutional base from
which to conaolidate one's power, His Zion Baptist Church terVedler,
much the same function as the Abyssinian Baptist Church in I"riem
did for Adam Clayton Powell, Another example of the importance
of the leader in guiding a program is Ted Watkins, head of the
Watts Labor Community Action Committee, Watkins, a former
union organizer, remains the link with the unions as a source of
funding and the union philossophy has left an imprint on his
philosophy of job training and social services,
In addition, ijan underdeveloped area the leader plays an
important legitimizing function both with the world outside and
with the residents inside.- Where the ultimate goal is political
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power such as in FIGHTON, Inc. the leader must play the balancing
act even more precariously, vonfronting the business community out-
side but not losing their- support for his business enterprises,
The great need for outside funds makes the role more diffinlt t o
play than it usually is in a community organization. A strong
leader such as Bernard Gifford of FIGHT and his predecessor
and successor as President the Rev. Franklin Florence will have
to emerge to keep the organization going, It is in this type of
organization that the participption-efficiency controversy may
find its most vivid application, not with regard to the efficiency
of the business enterprise per se but whether the organization
can get funds to run its businesses initially. At present FIGHTON,
Inc. has been successful in its endeavors though it has yet to
break even,
The hypothesis that strong leaddrs would be most likely to
be interested in a plan of community conatrol of businesses
receives only partial verification in the cases studied, Ylhe
rhetoric is almost always present but since sources of fundIng
are more likely to be included in the economic strategy. Bernard
Gifford of FIGHTON, Inc, does see resources from community
control of businesses as an important part of his strategy of
political power, Rev, Leon Sullivan of Zion Investment, however,
emphasizes job training as heavily as he does community control of
businesses, His institttional base at the Zion Baptist Church
is so secure thathhe does not appeat to need the added support
of resources from a community development corporation. Ted Watkins
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of the Watts Labor Community Action Committee illustrates the
opposing strain toward the immediate benefits of job training and
to labor-fitensive businesses, His poultry and produce ranches and
auto service centers are tied into his job, training program. Perhaps
the question of power over community-controlled resources i1ll
only develop wherthere are such resources, Since none of the
corporations studied are now self-sufficient loaders can remain
altruistic, There willl be no challengers to their powet. In such
a situation the immediate benefits of job training would do
more to establish their power. Perhaps that is ahother reason why
the leaders of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation
emphasize such a program,
Thus leadership plays an important role in the initiation
of projects and as an intermediary to outside institutions, Its
role makes it impossible to discuss the relationship between
political participation and econmmic strategies in any simple
fabhion.
F The Cry of Black Separatism
It was theorized that the cry for black separatism would
be greatest among leaders of representative democracies with a
goal of community power because such leaders wercunlikegy to have
strong ties to the traditional funding sources in government and
the business community but were likely to be seeking a way by
which to secure a permanent following. Such leaders are likely
to come from community organizations that emphasize black power,
A general theme of black unity would help a leader to consolidate
power while establishing capital-intensive enterprises,
Yet when one looks at the corporations studied he finds that
the theme of black separatism, a separate economic or political
stAte, almost never appears, The closest thing to such a
philosophy is found in New Nommuniities, Inc with its coitmunal
property system. However, the produce grown on the farm is to bb
marketed in the larger economic system. In addition, the
residents are interested in jobs and income which can only be
gottentifnothe immediate future through acting within the
existing system, Perhaps the most important reason is the
available sources of funds and thelyes of Nrigardzations that
seek these funds. We have noted the restrictions placed on all
types of federal funds, Blacksseparatists are not willing to meet
the restrictions and thus have not established community develop-
ment corporations. However, the CDC concept is amenable to
a theory of black separatism ff it is seem as an interim stage
to be passed through on the way to a separate state, So far
no one has theorized exactly how such a process would take
place,
CHAPTER Vi
CONCLUSIONS:
WIfITHER THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION?
The discussion of the types of community development
corporations as derived from interactions between their
economic strategies, goals and participatory mechanisms has
helped to delineate some useful distinctions such as that
between a goal of aiding the individual and one of etting
resources for a community and the series of arguments relating
to degree of participation and efficiency of a business
enterprise. In particular, this type of afdysis can show the
relationship between job training programs and labor-intensive
businesses and a pure democracy which is unlikely to have a long
range economic plan and will feel to the utmost the pressures for
income for the individual right now. On the other hadd a
representative democracy can develop programs more easily in which
such immediate benefits are combined with the 'reinvestment of
resources form a business into other businesses. The latter is
more likely to develop a business that is capital-intensive and
more efficientsbecause it is often composed of leaders of a number
of organizations whose participation among the residents of the
area may be small. An elite would haVe, even more leeway in
the development of capital-intensive biusinesses, though in
the case of the Bedfor-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation, its
close contact with outside funding sources may lead it to
espouse a policy of encouraging aid to individuals and the
introduction of outside businesses iather than the establishment of
its own businesses, This cross current type of business established
is importaht to keep in mind in attempting to analyze the course
that will be followed By a given community development corporation.
Yet these distinctions are crosscut almost at every point
by several important institutional ffattors, source of funds
and the role of leadership. Both of these factors are particularly
important in the initiatory stage of the corporate enterprise.d
Since all of the corporations studied are still in that stage, not
havdng generated any resources to either use for social seriices
or funnel back into the economic enterprise, perhaps this
generalization is only applicab1l to that stage of a CDC. Certainly
in theory once a corporation begins to have profits it will be free
of the control of tbutside funding sources. But the history of
these corporations to date and an analysis of present and future
likely finding sources does not leave one sanguine, The pressures
from within a community to establish labor-intensive enterprises
and the emphasis on federal funding for small businesses and job
training does not leave much promise for the type of profits that
a corporation would need to both run its businesses and to supply
social services.
The Nxon administration has continued the emphasis upon aid
to individuals through the MESBIC program to aid individual
entrepreneurs despite some rhetoric in his Bridges to Human Dignity
speech in the 1968 campaign, which left open the question of aid to
community controlled businesses OEO's program for community
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enterprises has been replaced by a loan program similar to that
of the 4ESBIC program. Though the development corporation concept
does not require community control Sf enterprises to generate resources
it does require a mechanism by which the residents of the community
are involved in the decision of how to distribute resources. The
conttollofaid by outsiders who decide who will get loans does not
meet this criteria, However, anqaid program to minority entrepre-
neurs by an agency controlled by fesident leaders, such as the
BedfordQStuyvesant Restoration Corporation, might meet thit
requirement since these residents were in on the final decision of
how to allocate resources It is thii latter type of organization
that probably shows the greatest promiee in the immediate future of
developing sounneseof resources to be used for ghetto economic
and social development. Community controlled enterprises will be
viewed with a jaundiced eye by those espousing the cause of
individualism. The only real possibility for such enterprises is
the investing3 of private funds, perhaps through a joint venture
in housing where the investors can take advantage of tax losses
that the community development corporation cannot use. In a time
of tight capital markets the difficulty remains of getting a return
'V
to capital attractive enough for these sophisticated investors.
The day of altruism and corporate charity is now at an end.
It is perhaps ironic that the community coantrol of resources
is viewed so suspiciously for it may well provide the necessary
intermediate step for an end goal of integration, Participation by
residents is assumed to have positive benefits with regard to the
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self-worth of the individual and his sense of belonging to the
larger society, The programs studied showed some degree in partici-
pagiJon th6ugh perhpps not to the extent one would have liked. This
result is partly due to the fact that such programs have not been
adequately funded. If economic resources are generated that are
sufficient to provide a job and social services the residents
will have a much greater stake in the larger society. The model
here is of the ethnic community In the large city. If such programs
are begun but not funded the frustration may be greater than ever.
The question of which community group's community development
corporation will control the small amount of resources available
could be a critical problem in an area like Watts where several
such groups are now operating. The need for something greater than
economic aid which is so critical to the community development
corporation concept is an important variable Is the frustration
185
level in black communities gets higher and higher. Without such
a factor riots may destroy what can be built up through loans to
businesses.
These arguments do not preclude a program of job training or
aid to minority businessmen Both types of programs have been
effectively used to supplement a program of community control of
businesses though large amounts of aid available to the former types
of programs has so far overshadowed the community business efforts
185) See Michael Brower, The Criteria for Measuring The Success of
a Community Development Corporation in the etto Center for
Community-Economic Development: 1970).
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The Watts Labor Action Community Committee has supplemented its
labor-intensive businesses with an emphasis on job training. Zion
Investment Associates has rombined job training with community control
of businesses. The Albina Corporation can provide job training for
its employees with its program of employee ownership, Yet such
programs alone are not likely to meet the psychic needs of such
communities in the initial period when no aid is going to get
widespread improvements in the ghetto area,
In the\Long run it will be necessary to accomodate both the
need for participation and that for income and social services
A dual model such as that of the Bedford-Stuyvesant corporations
with once corporation controlled from within the community and
the other a largely fund-raising body composed of business and
civic leaders would probably be the best vehicle for economic growth,
The problem remains of the friction between grass-roots leaders and
big businessmen. While the ideal model for such a dual system would
bA a community-based corporation elected by the residents the esper-
ience of FIGHTON, Inc. in Rochester illustrates the problems big
businessmen have of dealing vith leaders who are not as malleable
or sophisticated as Judge Jones of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation. Elites are likely to continue to govern the
community-based part of such a structure for the present, though
such elites may be overthrown by militants if they really gain
powej over resources.
The question of whether a community development corporation
can effectively generate economic growth has yet to be answered in
the affirmative, though the short period of existenee of the cases
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studied is an important factor. In the long run it is probably
not viable to build up enterprises in the declining inner city area.
It would be more efficient to allow suburban development and the lo=
cati. on of industries in new town development. A vehicle sudh as
the New York Urban Development Corporation might be best suited fo'r
this task. New Communites, Inc., comes closest to meeting this type
of model though it has yet to get suffioient financial assistance.
However, in the short run it appears imperative to provide jobs
for the ghetto anea and given the problems of transportation to
outlying areas for low income persons such jobs will have to be in
the ghetto area despite the dismal failures of such previous
attempts as that of EGIC, Inc , in Roxbury.
The role of leadership is a critical variable that could not
be studied at lengift in this papeib-because of both the paucity of
information available and the short period of time in which these
oopporations have been in existence.. The leader, especially one
with a corporate title of manager or director, can be the glue that
ties together the concepts of participation and efficiency., Rev..
Sull van of Zion Investment Associates is a g@Od example of the
leader who both relates to his own community and who can get
support from the outside business and financial community and who
can get support from the outside business and financial community.
Such leaders will have to be found if the interim stage of ghetto
development is to take place.-
Thus the community development corporation concept, though dif-
ficult to grapple withdoes present in a rather stark fashion the
tradeoffs between participation in the decision regarding the
distribution of resources in an enterprise and the efficency o1f lhat
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enterprise, asstandard question in both political and econbmic
theory and the murkiness of these distinctions when faced with
the realities of sources of funds and the presence or absence
of strong leadership- It is important as an imaginative means
of trying to deal with this problem... At the moment it does not
appear to be the wave of the future but it may yet be rehabili-
tated into a full-fledged government program.
APPENDIX:
SELECTED COMUNITY DEVELOB4ENT CORPORATIONS
ACTION INDUSTRIES
LOCATION: Venice, California
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit aorporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDSV $600,000 written off loans by Commonwealth
United; sale of preferred stock; manpower
training contract with Department of Labor.
Wants to sell cumon stock.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Mixed representation ( control with community
organization). Project Action (non-profit
community organization) will retain control.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses (housing, gas
stations, food, janitorial); also runs employee
service.
BUSINESSES: Project Action, some technical advisors, community
groups.
GOAL: From OEO education and child care to emphasis on area
economic power (will allocate puinfits to reinvestment,
dividends and community services in same ratio). Create
jobs and new busineeses.
AREA SERVED:
ALEINA CORPORATION
LOCAEON: Portland, Oregon
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1967.
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO--1,086, 54 5 , five research and demonstration'
grants to Trust to byy companf; stock; SBA--
$350,000 guaranteed loan and holds lease on
plant; Department of Labor--$541,000 MA-4
contract; EDA--$40,000 feasibility study.
PDLITICAL MECHANISM: Employee Ownership Eventually, now Albina
Investment Trust (employee trust) Board of
four representatives from War on Poverty, three
area representatives from local organizations
and three outside community representatives
selected by the management.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community (employee) dbntrol.
BUSINESSES: Metal and fiberglass fabrication; Trust has a credit
union; job training.
GOAL: Individual economic power (divest 30% stock after thtee
years and 10% per year until fully divested.
AREA SERVED:
BEDFORD-STUTVESANT RESTORATION CORPORATION
LOCATION: New York, New York
DATE OF FOUNDING: April 1967.
LEGAL ENfMTY: Non-Profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Stern, Ford, Astor Foundations ($3.2 million);
Specia1Ippact-$19.3 million (over 5 years to 1972),
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Elite (community)--self-perpetuating 26 man
board (major civic, religious, labor,
business and social organizarions.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Job training, individual businesses (assistance
to local firms--$3 million). Outsidedfirms
(IBA--420 persons--computer cable plant plus
$2.1 million); Equity housing ($100 million
manufacturing pool); manpower ($400,000 plus
OIC--$1.7 million).
GOAL: Individual economic power.
AREA SERVED: Covers 60 blocks, 500,000 people.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Neighborhood centers, suberblock program
(I.M. Pei); surveys to determine priorities;
community centers to funnel public programs
and grievances.
BLACK PEOPLES UNITY MOVE4ENT
LOCATION: Camden, New Jersey.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1967
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: No-interest loan from New aersey Department of
Community Affairs to Black Developers Corporation;
Local industries.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representation by groups ( 30 members community
leaders, businessmen and churchmen chosen
with approval of parent organization).
ECONOMIC MECHANISM: Community control.
BUSINESSES: BPUM Building Maintenance Service; BPUM Industry
(garment manufacturing); EDC Esso; BPUM Personality
shop.
GOAL: Group political power (from group economic power). Tried
mobilization around education and housing; tunkey
arrangements with lagge corporations.
AREA SERVED: South Camden.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Day care centers and eight week business
training course for local residents.
CRAWFORDSVILLE ENTERPRESES,INC.
LOCATION: Crawfordsville, Georgia
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1966
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO grant; Stern Foundation; National Council
of Negro Women; Southern Christian Leadership
Conference; United Presbyterian Church.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Employee democracy .
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community coentrol of businesses and job training
BUSINESSES: Textile manufacturing
GOAL: Individual Economic Power
AREA SERVED: Taliaferro County, Georgia
EAST CENTRAL CITIZENS ORGANIZATION (ECCO)
and
ECCO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: Columbus, Ohio.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1965 (took over neighborhood service center
from Lutheran Church) 1968--Development
Corporation founded.
LEGAL ENTITY: ECCO is non-profit, ECCO Development Corporation
is its for-profit development arm.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Lutheran Church; Stern Family; Columbus Council
of Churches; OE--$763,485 (3 grants since 1966).
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Pure democracy (oier 16 in area)--semi-annual
General Assembly to elect 14 members of
Executive Council. However, ECCO does not
control board of EDC (by by-law).
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control ,
BUSINESSES: Retail and food; sewing center; tie factory; modular
housing.
GOAL: Individual political power.
AREA SERVED: 40 blocks, 8000 residents (80% black, 20% Appalachian
white).
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Day care; youth; adult education; credit union.
FIGHTON, INC.
LOCATION: Rochester, New York.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1964 (FIGHT); 1967 (FIGHTON)
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: SBA loan guarantee; SBA loan; Depatment of
Labor manpower training grant.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representative democracy (more than
of Rochester's black residents belong)
100% controlled by FIGHT. Hopes for
employee stock purchase plan.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control
BUSINESSES: Electrical transformers, metal stampings, powet
supplies, sheltered market agreement for vacuum
cleaners with Xerox; job training; plan for
$3 million housing and $1.2 million shopping center.
GOAL: Group Political Power (thnough econoinic power).
AREA SERVED: 45,000 people.
HARLEM COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL--COMMONWEALTH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: New York, New York.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1967.
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO research grant ($1 million in three grants);
loans from local SBIC ($55,600); New York
Urban Coalition ($20,000); Episcopal Diocese
of New York ($20,000).
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Mixed representation (control by HCC--12;
8 elected; 10 representative organizations).
Shifts as stock in CDC is sold to residents
(30-50% of each enterprise).
ECONOMIC PLAN: Job training; aid to individual entrepreneurs
(Acme Foundry bought); helped loand to businesses.
BUSINESSES: Acme Foundry.
GOAL: Group Economic Power (through individual economic power),
AREA SERVED: Harlem-East HArlem Model 6ities area (500,000 people),
HOUGH AREA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: Cleveland, Ohio
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1967
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Pledges from founding members; CEO Special Impact
Grant of $3 14 million; Depattment of Labor
manpower training contract; SBA loan guarantees
of $350,000; Foundation funds from Cleveland
Now! and Harris Intertype Corporation
Annual Budget--$500,000
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Elitism (Board is self-selected and consists
of businessmen, professionals, and leaders
of welfare community organizations and
social welfare programs)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community Controlled Businesses
BUSINESSES: Martin Luther King Plaza (commercial-residential);
Community Products, Inc. (rubber-molding);
Handyman's Maintenance Services, Inc (landscaping);
youth training program; contractor's loan guarantee
fund, McDonal's franchise
GOAL: Community ecomomic power
AREA SERVED: Hough area (60,000 population)
INNER-CITY BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT FORUM (ICEIP)
LOCATION: Detroit, Michigan
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1967
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation (associated with non-profit
Economic Development Corporation--EDC--of New
Detroit, Inc , composed of Detroit businessmen);
runs businesses under Independence Business
Development Fund (non-profit corporation)
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO Special Impact Grant (1969-71) of $1 million;
EDC of New Detroit, Inc --$8599000 in grants and
loans; Ford Foundation, Chrysler, Ceneral Motors
and Michigan Bell Telephone--$150,000; community
redidents (to 1969)--$15,000
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Mixed representation (organizations, residents,
businessmen)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Aid for job training and minority-owned businesses
leading to owning businesses for initial period
BUSINESSES: Blact bank; community supermarket; keypunch center;
computer accounting service
GOAL: Individual economic power (through community economic
power)
AREA SERVED: 118,000 populstion (Detroit Model Cities Area)
LOCATION:Newark, New Jersey
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit copporation (with for profit subsidiaries)
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Center for Comuinity Change ($20,000); New Jersey
Department of Community Affairs ($20,000); EDA
Technical Assistance Grant ($75,000); $50,000
loan from the Episcopal Church; $35,000 guaranteed'
SBA loan
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Elitism (chosen by prominent community leaders)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses
BUSINESSES: MEDIC Press; EDGAPCO (data processing firm); airport
limousine service
GOAL: Community economic power
AREA SERVED: Newark black community (200,000population)
MEDIC ENTERPRISES, INC
NW C1TNT TTR , T\r ,
LOCATION: Albany, Georgia.
DAT OF FOUNDING: 1968.
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO Special Impact planking grant of $98,32};
grants from Methodist Board of Missions, United
Church of Christ, Southern Regional Council,
CODE Foundation; Rural Advancement Fund of
National Sharecroppers Fund; $300,00 guarnatedd
loan by Sam Eyly.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Elitist (Board composed of local leaders and
national figures) leading to shareholder
democracy.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of Businesses.
BUSINESSES: Featherfield Farm; land trust.
AREA SERVED: 700-800 families of 10 rural counties of Georgia.
Law'oaole
NOR TH E ECONOMIC EVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968
LEGAL ENTITY: FOr profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: S Aareholders; OEO SPecial Impact Grant (1969-71)
of $1 1 million; Ford Foundation--$20,000;
Committee for Economic and Cultural Development
of Chicago
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Shareholder democracy (voting shares sold
only to residehts of the area)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses
BUSINESSES: Shopping center ; ;housing
GOAL: Community economic power
AREA SERVED: Lawfidile section of Chicago's West 5Kde (187,000
population)
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Cultural-educational center
OPERATION BOOTSTRAP
LOCATION: Los Angeles, California
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1965
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Foundation and business funds only Annual
budget--$75,000
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Employee democracy (Board consists of community
redidents involved in work of organization)
ECONOMIC PLAN: job training leading to community control of
businesses (10% to corporation, 40% reinvested,
50% to workers)
BUSINESSES: Shindana toy factbry; ddess shop; printing shop;
gas station; restaurant
GOAL: Individual economic power
AREA SERVED: Watts
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Welfare recipientsf union, medical and day care
centers; community scholl, adult education
program
PEOPLES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATEON(PDC)
LOCATION: Washington, D. C
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1969 by Peoples Involvement Corporation (PIC)
a DC, Neighborhood Services Project
LEGAL ENTITY: For-profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: CEO Special Impact Grant (1969-71) of $700,000;
local contributions of $81,500; planned public
sale of stock.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representative democracy (PIC owns 100% of
PDC and has a board elected by community
residents)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses (PDC will betain
a majority of common stock in these ventures;
its subsidiaey Community Economic Development
Corporation only aids businesses)
BUSINESSES: Graphic arts company
GOAL: Individual economic power
AREA SERVED: Washington Cardoza Area (110,000 population)
SOUTHWEST ALABAMA FARMERS' COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
LOCATION: Selma, Alabama (and surrounding 10 counties).
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1966
LEGAL ENTITY: Farming cooperative.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Membership fees; $995,751 in two grants from OEO;
$852,OOO--Farmers' Home Administration;
$85,333--EDA Technical Assistance Grant; loans.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representative democracy (Board consits of
twenty members, two elected from each county)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of marketing resources
BUSINESSES: Vegetables
GOAL: Individual economic power 9(;'theugh group efforts)
AREA SERVED: Ten counties (12,000 families)
MEMBERSHIP: 2000.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Credit unions; insurance programs; medical care;
adult literacy courses; housing are planned.
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA COMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND
LOCATION: Roanoke, Virginia
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968
LEGAL ENTITI: Non-profit corporation
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO Special Impact Grant (1969-71) of $547,573;
local contributions of $100,000
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Mixed representative democracy (Board
represents geographic sub-areas with 20
of 27 places reserved for community
organizations
ECONOIC PLAN: Aid to individual busineeses; some community
projects
BUSINESSES: Gainsboro ElectricalManufacturing Comppry, Inc
(wire assemblies); low income housing
GOAL: Individual economic power
AREA SERVED: 38,000 population ( 20,000 white, 18,000 black)
TRUE PEOPLES POWER DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinnis.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1969.
LEGAL ENTITY: For Profit Corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Shareholders; funding by 6ommunity Renewal
Society (inner-city mission of United Church
of Christ).
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Will be shareholder democracy; initial
board has 15 members ( 9blacks, 6 Chicago
businessmen)--Mixed elitism.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses.
BUSINESSES: New Horizon Plastics (plastics injection molding plant);
Data Processing Company; McDonalds franchise; metal
assembly plant,
GOAL: Area economic power.
AREA SERVED: South Side of Chicago (55,000)
MEMBERSHIP: No sale of if6'f!ig stock yet.
UNION SARAH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: St. Louis, Missouri
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation (economic development arm
of non-profit Union Sarah Community 6eorporation)
SOURCE OF FUNDS: OEO Special Impact Grant of $900,600 (1969-71)
through USCC,
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representative democracy (25 man board
is chosen by USCC which is governed by 25
member elected Board of Directors).
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of enterprises; aid to
minority entrepreneurs.
BUSINESSES: Contractors' Loan Fund; two joint ventures--Etheo
Products (African art objects); Garment manufacturing;
tool rental; aluminum extrusion plant; turnkey housing,
GOAL: Community economic power.
AREA SERVED: 42,000 people.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Credit union/
UNITED DURHAM, INC.
LOCATION: DUrham, North Carolina.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968 (buying club); 1969 (corporation).
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation (arm of non-profit Foundation
for Community Development--FCD).
SOURCE OF FUNDS: at later date--shareholders; now--$900,000 OEO
Special Impact Grant and $6o,ooo EDA Technical
Assistance (only $41,000 of OEO funds have been
released); Ford Foundation through FCD; $79,730
in stock. )
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Shareholder democracy (and representative
democracy now through residents' control
board of FOD.)
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community control of businesses.
GOAL: Community economic power.
BUSINESSES: Supermarket; modular housing; bank.
AREA SERVED:
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Buying club; credit union.
WATTS LABOR COMMUNITY ACTION COMITTEE
LOCATION: Los Angeles, California.
RATE OF FOUNDING: 1965.
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Unions, Foundations (Ford, Rockefeller--$350,000
for training); HUD $70,000 transportation
system; OEOEDA $123,000 to develop co-ops;
Labor--$256,000 for Community Conservation
Corporation (youth). Budget--$2 million (1969).
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representative democracy (elected board
by 4 of the residents plus advisory board
composed of institutional sponsors, mainly
unions).
ECONOMIC PLAN: J6b training (Community Conservation Corps) leading
to community contool of businesses,
BUSINESSEBS Farm, supermarket, auto service station, auto repair
center. Auto service stations have $50,000 annual
profit.
GOAL: Community economic power leading to individual economic
power and social services.
AREA SERVED: Membership k voting age residents.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Federal credit union; twenty vest-pocket parks;
consumer action project; HUD-funded bus dervice,.
WE OURSELVES (BLACK EVELOPMENT FOUNDATION)
LOCATION: Buffalo, New York.
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968.
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit membership corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Dues and sale of stock; OEO demonstration grant
of #176,630.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Mixed shareholder democracy (15members
are elected directly, 10 businessmen) and
advisory board.
ECONOMIC PLAN: Community owned businesses.
BUSINESSES: meat processing and packaging company; food canning
company; housing factory; dairy; local development
corporation.
GOAL: Individual economic power
AREA SERVED: 115,000 population
SOCIAL PROGRAMS: Day care center; federal credit umion.
WEST SIDECOMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOCATION: Chicago, Illinois
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1968 (from five community organizations).
LEGAL ENTITY: Non-profit corporation.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: From constituent organizations.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Representation by groups
ECONOMTC PLAN: Community control of businesses
BUSINESSES: PAE gfAtaiH and packing plant as joint venture;
Key punch and computer center; cleaning franchises
GOAL: Community economic power
AREA SERVED: West Side of 6hicago
ZION INVESTMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
LOCATION: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
DATE OF FOUNDING: 1962
LEGAL ENTITY: For profit corporation, associated with Zion Non-Profit
Corporation and Zion Non-Profit Charitable Trust.
SOURCE OF FUNDS: Local shareholders; bank loans, $522,000
Department of Labor Manpower Contract;
$600,000 SBA EDA grant for training shopping
center developers; OEO grant for entrepreneurial
training; $400,000 Ford Foundation grant for
training managers.
POLITICAL MECHANISM: Shareholder democracy (originally only church
members.
ECONOMIC PLAN: J6b training (Opportunities Industrialization Centers);
Community control of businesses (profits distributed
20% to employeesa, 40% reinvestment and dividends,
40% to charitable trust.
BUSINESSES: Progress Plaza (shopping center); Progresss Garment
Manufacturing Comapny (women's apparel); Progress
Aerospace Enterprise, Inc,; Zion Gardens (apartments).
GOAL: Individual Economic Power (through community economic power).
SOCIAL SERVICES: Scholarship Fund; job training
AREA SERVED: North Philadelphia ghetto (population: 36,000?)
Membership: 7,000.
